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Growing season is here

MARK RICHTER

A special welcome to Jackson Purchase
Energy readers in the Paducah area who
join our readership this month.
March is our annual Lawn & Garden issue,
a sign that spring is just around the corner.
For those of us who grew up on farms
raising large gardens, then moved away
to the city, you’re going to love our Mini
Farming feature (page 16). There’s nothing
like home-grown vegetables, but it’s always
a sad day in a tomato-lover’s season when
you go out to the garden and pick your last
vine-ripened tomato. You know the feeling.
Having vegetables all year long is a dream
come true. It’s encouraging to learn that
anyone with a small amount of land can
grow a bounty of vegetables and extend the
growing season with the use of a low tunnel.
Setting a tree or shrub? Follow the
No-Pain Gardening tips (page 32) to ensure
your plant lives and you don’t hurt your back.
Start now entering our annual Photo
Contest (page 20),
through March,
for cash prizes. Tell
your children and
grandchildren—the
contest is now open
to ages 13 and up!

Archives and much more content on our website!
SAY CHEESE

ENTER TODAY!

2019 Photo Contest
Round up your best photos for the
Kentucky Living 2019 Photo Contest.
In total, we’ll honor 20 winners this
summer across five categories.
Winners will be showcased in our
July issue. Turn to page 20 for
complete details. Submit photos at
KentuckyLiving.com starting March 1.
Contest deadline is March 31.

TO MARKET

JURIED ARTS AND CRAFTS

Make your way to The Kentucky Crafted Market
If Kentucky and artisan goods are two of your favorite things, you’ll need to make your
way to Lexington on March 16-17. The Kentucky Crafted Market boasts dozens of exhibitors, like Rock Bottom Soap Co., which you can read about on page 9. To learn more
about Rock Bottom Soap and see more photos, go to KentuckyLiving.com

GET BEAUTIFUL

PLAN YOUR PROJECT

Beautify the Bluegrass
one project at a time

ANITA TRAVIS RICHTER, EDITOR

Join us in repairing, enhancing or
beautifying any area in our state
and winners will be recognized by
Kentucky Living and Governor Bevin
in our second annual contest. For
details, flip to page 40. Go online
for a participant’s kit or to enter.

Contact Us

• Questions, comments, letter to
the editor

• Subscription
• Advertising and editorial calendar
• Submit story ideas
• Freelancer inquiries

Submit & Share

www.KentuckyLiving.com
Kentucky Living, P.O. Box 32170,
Louisville, KY 40232. Submission should
include your name, address, phone
numbers, email address and name of
electric co-op.

Join us on
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Pinterest
Social icon

Rounded square
Only use blue and/or white.
For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.
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KUTTAWA CALLING

WANT TO GET AWAY?

Win a three-night trip for four
There’s still time to enter our giveaway for a three-night stay for four in Kuttawa. Enter to
win three nights in a cabin, breakfasts, lunches, dinners and activities for your family! For
complete details, visit KentuckyLiving.com/Contests.
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Check out our new 3D
designer on our website!

YOUR COOPERATIVE COMMUNITY
protect what matters

mother
nature
looks like

Celebrating local
Kentucky Proud and electric cooperatives make a difference

Visit WorldwideSteelBuildings.com for more information.

Beauty and durability
crafted with excellence.

ClassicKY.com
877-960-7663

ADVERTISERS REACH

1 Million readers

CALL NOW!
800-595-4846
www.KentuckyLiving.com
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o you remember your wedding vows? I will never forget
my wedding day as I stood
in front of friends and family
and watched my bride
escorted by her father
into the sanctuary of Rose Hill
Baptist Church
in Ashland.
That was 25
years ago.
We were
so young and
excited about
what life had
in store for us.
I look back at the
pictures and see two
young people who were
committed to each other and
to making a difference in the world.
She was beautiful then and even more
beautiful today. I was much thinner
and had no signs of gray in my hair.
We were recent college graduates and I had accepted a job at Nolin
RECC as an engineer. I am so thankful that I found a job working for
an electric cooperative. I was able
to find a program that had a mission that I could completely support.
Electric cooperatives make a difference in their local communities and
are always thinking of how to keep
electric rates affordable.
In our wedding vows, I remember the line “for better or worse.” I bet

most married folks have lived out that
portion of our vows at different times
in our lives. For us, there have been the
good times, but there have also been
the bad times.
In this issue of
Kentucky Living, you
will read about
Kentucky Proud
Weddings (page
24), which
are uniquely
Kentucky. The
venue, flowers,
food and entertainment have
roots in our state
heritage.
PE
Y
The idea of using
NN
A
D
local suppliers is to give
back to your community. That’s
something that electric cooperatives
can get behind, because our roots have
always been and are still locally based.
When I read the story, I immediately thought of my marriage.
We were married in a small town
and celebrate our Kentucky roots. I
am proud of our 25 years—Kentucky
Proud.
RR
Y

METAL
ROOFING

CHRIS PERRY
President/CEO

COMMONWEALTHS
Relive the 1978 Kentucky Wildcats’
championship season

BILL STRAUS

The Bluegrass State offers
numerous reasons to make
its residents proud, but any
University
AUTHOR of Kentucky
sports fan will
claim they all pale compared with the legacy of
Wildcat basketball. Winning
a national championship
title reaches the
pinnacle of fan
adoration and is
the reason many
couches have
met their flaming demise.
Author
Doug Brunk
gives fans a glimpse behind
the scenes of a title win
with Forty Minutes to
Glory: Inside the Kentucky

Wildcats’ 1978 Championship
Season, (University Press of
Kentucky, $19.95).
Brunk discusses reasons that both fans and
players believe the 1978
team was a special one. The
bond between the athletes was like family, and
most of them still remain
in contact with one
another. The work
ethic was fierce as
the team decided at
the beginning of the
season that this was
their year. Practices
were often intensely
physical on the court,
but relationships remained
intact afterward. Players
understood the investment
made in them through their

scholarships and the thennew Wildcat Lodge.
Brunk takes the reader
through the season as the
drive for a title built momentum. Included are interesting tidbits such as Rick Robey
burning through a pair of
shoes in one practice, game
stats and scores, coaching tactics and player reactions, and
the increasing frenzy of the
fans. Also featured are special
chapters written by Coach Joe
B. Hall, team member Jack
Givens, and student managers
Rob Bolton and Mike Murphy.
Sportscaster Tom Leach
suggests in a foreword, “If you
were along for that memorable ride, you’ll enjoy reliving
the journey through the recollections of players, coaches

and others associated
with the team. And if you’re a
UK fan of a younger age, then
consider it a necessary history
lesson about one of the greatest Kentucky teams ever.”
Coach John Calipari said
about the book, “To read the
details of…what Coach Hall
meant to his players, of how
that team came together, and
what that team meant to this
state was incredible.”
Brunk is an award-winning journalist who spent
some of his childhood in
Wilmore where his love for
Kentucky basketball began.
He currently lives in San
Diego, California.
—Penny Woods

energy
efficıency

GALINAST

Spring will soon be here!
Now is the perfect time
to test your A/C and
ensure it’s ready for
summer. Remember to
check the evaporator
coil, which should be
cleaned annually for
optimal efficiency.
“Well, son, when they’re full, men come and attach
hoses to empty them...”
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COMMONWEALTHS

HIGH TUNNEL POPULARITY
The use of high tunnels, or hoop houses, has increased in
Kentucky to extend the production season for a wide variety
of crops.
“We’ve got 900 high tunnels in the
AGRICULTURE state now, so there are a lot of people
interested in that type of production,”
says John Strang, University of Kentucky Extension horticulture
specialist in the College of Agriculture, Food and Environment.
“High tunnels enable growers to extend the growing season
by planting earlier and by maintaining plants longer than they
normally would in open field production. Many growers are able
to maintain certain vegetables year-round, even in the winter,”
says Rachel Rudolph, UK Extension vegetable specialist.
She points out that potential advantages of high tunnels may
include year-round income, retention or gain of new customers,
higher prices for crops that would normally be out of season and
higher yields. High tunnels also provide crops protection from
cold, wind and rain, which is a contributor to higher crop quality.
For more information, go to www.uky.edu and search for “high
tunnel” for a variety of educational pieces and best practices.

Chris and Mary Breeze of Whispering Breeze Farm in Mayslick work
vegetables in their high tunnel. Learn more about their farm and
use of high tunnels beginning on page 16. Photo: Tim Webb

LETTERS
The danger of toy guns

Kentucky Living is not boring

Two Christmases ago, I wrote to express
my delight in your feature about
Christmas traditions across cultures. I
loved it! This Christmas, I am writing to
express my dismay and disappointment,
and probably disgust, at the photograph which accompanies your Uniquely
Kentucky column (December 2018). I
once again love the story—the success
of a small-town Kentucky small business (ToyBurg), the progressive employee
practices they use, their success in their
special market. However, the photo
includes eight images of people aiming
(toy) guns at other people, with delight
on their faces. I consider this disrespectful to all those who have lost loved ones
to gun violence. I also consider it dangerous and irresponsible, especially in
light of a recent hate crime by gunfire in
nearby Louisville.

Most business periodicals and newsletters follow a single theme and are usually somewhat boring. Kentucky Living is
the exception. I find the articles informative, educational and entertaining.
Members and advertisers agree, Kentucky
Living is a very good read!

Becky Niehoff, Florence
Owen Electric member
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Terry Usher, Louisville
Salt River Electric member

Poisonous snake plant
Editor’s Note: We received a phone call
from a concerned reader who wanted
to share the dangers of the snake plant,
Sansevieria trifasciata, commonly known
as mother-in-law’s tongue (Garden Guru,
February 2019). She noted the plant is
toxic to both pets and humans, especially
young children.
The caller is correct. There are a
surprising number of common plants
considered toxic to varying degrees. The
University of California has a

comprehensive listing (https://ucanr.
edu, search “toxic plants”) of more than
200 toxic plants with a toxicity rating of
1-4 and symptoms if ingested. The snake
plant is listed as causing minor toxicity
for humans, with vomiting or diarrhea.
Other sources confirm its toxicity to pets.
Contact your veterinarian or animal
hospital if you believe your pet has
ingested a poisonous plant. Contact the
Kentucky Poison Control Help Line, (800)
222-1222, if you believe someone may be
sick from ingesting poisonous plants.

WRITE
KL
Please address letters to the editor
to: Letters, Kentucky Living, P. O. Box
32170, Louisville, KY 40232 or email
by going to KentuckyLiving.com and
clicking on “Contact Us.” Letters may
be edited for style, length and clarity.

The Kentucky Crafted
Market 2019

Amy Henson stirs up a batch of handmade
goat’s milk soap for their Rock Bottom Soap
Co., in London, Kentucky. Photo: Lisa Dotson

In 2018, Henson and her husband, and
“as many family and friends as I could
wrangle,” says Amy, turned 2.5 tons of oil
into 18,000 bars of soap.
Visitors to The Market
can purchase one of Rock
Bottom’s 40 scents of goat’s
milk soap. There’s also lip
balm, body polish, lip scrub,
bath fizz, bath salt, wedding favor
bars and much more.
Arts Council arts marketing
director Dave Blevins says, “We are
confident we are showcasing some
of the best artists in the state. If you
believe not only in buying local, but
buying quality handmade work, you
need to be at this event.”
Hours run 10 a.m.–6 p.m. Saturday,
10 a.m.–4 p.m. Sunday; tickets online $7,
$8 at the door (children 15 and under free
with adult admission); parking $5.
Read more about Rock Bottom and
see more photos at KentuckyLiving.com.
KA
ZZ
IE K
ING

Dozens of exhibitors of fine art, craft,
books and food will be at The Kentucky
Crafted Market, March 16-17,
ART
the Kentucky Horse Park
Alltech Arena, Lexington.
“The quality and integrity of the
Kentucky Crafted brand is on full
display at The Market,” says Chris
Cathers, Kentucky Arts Council executive director. “You’re getting work by
many of the top visual and craft artists in Kentucky, and it’s all under one
roof. Not only is it the best artwork in
Kentucky, but it appeals to a diverse
audience.”
This is the third year Rock Bottom
Soap Co. artisan-owners Amy Henson
and husband Wes McFadden will be
exhibiting.
Henson says, “People attending this
event know if you’re in the Kentucky
Crafted program that you make a quality and uniquely Kentucky product. It
increases brand awareness and I think
that helps tremendously.”
Rock Bottom Soap began in 2011
(with a downtown London storefront in 2012) as a way for Henson
to use up extra goat’s milk after
purchasing two goats to have
milk on hand for a foal.
“When nobody wanted
the extra milk, my biology major
and chemistry minor kicked in,” says
Henson. “The first batch was great. The
second batch was horrible.” After many
trials, they settled on a recipe. But that
was just the beginning.
“We knew a little about farming,
but we knew nothing about goats,”
says Henson. “Wes hand milks, but I
have a milk machine. I can’t milk fast
enough. When a goat is finished eating,
they are done! They are out of there.”
They began with three Nubian goats,
and had as many as 40, but are now
down to 20, which Henson says is much
more manageable.

—Anita Travis Richter
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ON THE GRID
Fighting to keep the lights on
Electric co-ops battle critters, storms and hackers
JOE ARNOLD

D

id you know squirrels, lightning and trees have something
in common? They all can knock
out your electricity.
Electric cooperatives work hard to
keep your lights on all the time, but
“limited power outages are inevitable,” says Clarence Greene, safety
and loss control manager at Kentucky
Electric Cooperatives. “Getting power
restored is important, but safety of
lineworkers and the public comes
first. The dangers of downed power
lines need to be part of any conversation about power restoration.”
An electric utility’s basic job
of keeping the power flowing 24/7
calls for maintaining a complex
network of power plants, poles and
wires. But it also means battling
the unpredictable. Greene cites the
top three troublemakers to electric
reliability as trees falling on power
lines and other interferences from
vegetation, lightning strikes and
animals going about their daily routines, especially squirrels chewing
on electrical equipment.
Humans contribute to power
outages as well, with vandals deliberately damaging electrical equipment and drivers crashing into
utility poles.
Despite the potential problems,
statistics show the percentage of
time that the average American has
electricity at the flip of a switch is a
steady 99.97 percent.
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OUR POWER
“I don’t see big swings from
year to year,” says Tony Thomas,
senior principal engineer with the
National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association (NRECA). “If things are
fairly consistent, that means the
utility is operating about as efficiently as it can.”

Investing in technology
Kentucky co-ops deploy barriers, shields and other coverings to
prevent critters—from woodpeckers to snakes—from compromising
reliability.
“One method that many
Kentucky cooperatives are using to
prevent squirrels from causing outages is by installing electrostatic
guards on overhead transformers,”
explains Tony Dempsey, a safety
and loss prevention instructor with
Kentucky Electric Cooperatives.
“The guard emits a static charge that
deters squirrels or other animals
from creating a short at the point
where the main line is connected to
the transformer.”
Utilities operate extensive rightof-way programs to keep vegetation away from power lines. Digital
software can forecast the growth of
trees and other plants so that utilities can prune branches before they
cause a problem.

Other software tries to manage
lightning by analyzing the age and
wear on the utility’s equipment,
which minimizes the damage from
lightning strikes by replacing it
before it fails.
By far the biggest factor in reliability comes from the decades of
building, maintaining and updating the massive machinery of the
nation’s electric grid at power plants,
high-voltage transmission lines,
banks of substations and transformers
and local distribution lines.
Kentucky’s electric cooperatives invest hundreds of man-hours
inspecting and maintaining power
lines. “This includes line inspections,
breaker and transformer preventative maintenance, and right-ofway work,” says Robert Thornton, a
safety and loss prevention instructor
with Kentucky Electric Cooperatives,
who trains lineworkers to recognize both the causes and the hazards
associated with outages in order to
minimize outage times.
Working out of three highvoltage demonstration trailers,
Kentucky Electric Cooperatives
helps train lineworkers to troubleshoot outages, including both overhead and underground equipment
and devices. Vendors and electrical equipment manufacturers participate in workshops that ensure
equipment is used and operated
safely and efficiently.

United Aerobotics staff inspect high-voltage
transmission lines for Big Rivers Electric
Corporation in Meade County RECC’s co-op
territory. Photo: Stephanie McCombs

“Kentucky co-ops have lineworkers on call every night and each
weekend to respond to outages,”
Thornton says.
Keeping the grid up and running calls for a lot of planning among
utilities to anticipate how electricity will be used in the future. Part of
that reliability planning focuses on
protecting the electricity system from
computer-based digital attacks.

Cybersecurity never-ending
As director of government affairs
for NRECA, Bridgette Bourge is
among those overseeing how
digital technology affects reliability for electric co-ops and their
consumer-members.
“Cyber helps a lot on reliability because it gives us the ability to

monitor and know everything right
away,” she says. “But whenever
you increase reliability through a
technology, you do potentially open
up vulnerabilities as well from the
security angle.”
Bourge says it’s routine for a
co-op to receive tens of thousands of
attempts each day to break into its
computer network. She says NRECA
cyber-reliability programs aim to help
protect against a range of threats, from
broad attempts to shut down parts
of the electric grid, to more focused
efforts to corrupt pieces of software
used by electric cooperatives.
Cooperation among cooperatives
is a cooperative principle. Much like
traditional safety training, Kentucky
Electric Cooperatives works with
NRECA and other partners to share
techniques for protecting utility systems from internet invaders. Cyber
mutual-assistance agreements utilize teams of information technology

experts in the case of a cyber incident
or natural disaster.
“You will never be 100 percent
cybersecure,” says Chris Hayes, chief
technology officer with Kentucky
Electric Cooperatives. Hayes serves
as a liaison to Kentucky co-ops on
information technology and cybersecurity. “The bad guys buy the
same hardware and software as
co-ops and other major companies
to find flaws and exploit them.”
Hayes sees electric co-ops as
well-placed to pay attention to
cybersecurity. He says as community-based, member-led businesses, electric co-ops have a
unique interest in protecting the
reliability of the local community’s
energy supply.
“Cybersecurity has to be a priority in everything we do,” says
Hayes. “Protecting the electric
grid means protecting our family,
friends and communities.” KL
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CUTTING COSTS

Mowing through lawn-care choices
Do you think it’s worth making the switch from a gas mower to an electric mower?—Eric
PAT KEEGAN and BRAD THIESSEN

THIRD
OPTION
Do you really need a lawn?
If you want to save money and hassle
while protecting the environment, look
at minimizing your need for a mower or
getting rid of it completely.
You could replace your lawn with
water-efficient landscaping, a rock
garden, a vegetable garden or even an
artificial lawn.
Less drastically, if you’re willing to
keep your lawn mowed regularly and
don’t mind breaking a sweat, consider
manual reel mowers. They are less
expensive and maintenance-dependent
than gas or electric models. Just do your
research before taking either step.
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ntil recently, corded and
cordless electric mowers tended
to be underpowered, with subpar battery life for cordless
models. But today, those problems
are largely solved and the best electric
mowers have the power and battery
life to keep pace with a gas mower,
depending on the size of the lawn.
A cordless electric mower with a
large, 56-volt battery can run for about
one hour. Plug-in electric mowers
don’t have this limitation, but using a
long electrical cord can be challenging.
Quality electric mowers, especially
the cordless, rechargeable ones,

tend to cost twice as much as a new
equivalent gas model. But you can
recoup some of the expense because
they are cheaper to operate and
maintain. Or you can purchase a lesscostly corded mower if you don’t
mind the hassle of navigating around
the cord.
Another cost factor is that
rechargeable batteries typically
need to be replaced after three to
five years. The savings also depend
on the size of your lot. A small lot
uses less gas, so fuel cost savings are
less significant.

Electric or gas mower?
Besides having lower fuel and
maintenance costs, electric mowers are
much quieter than gas mowers, and
they start instantly. Electric mowers
produce less tailpipe emissions, but
the overall environmental impact
depends on how the electricity you’re

Unlike models from only a few years ago,
many electric mowers now have the power
and battery life to keep up with gas mowers.

using for charging is generated. The
environmental benefits will be greater
if the electricity is generated from
renewable energy sources.
So, weigh your priorities. If you
are looking to buy a new mower, have
a small- to mid-size lot, prioritize
environmental concerns and don’t
mind navigating a cord or recharging
batteries, an electric mower could be
the right choice for you.
If you don’t mind the noise,
maintenance and other hassles of a gas
mower, have a large lot and prefer not
to invest in the upfront price tag, a gas
mower may be a better option. KL
PAT KEEGAN and BRAD THIESSEN write

on energy efficiency for the National Rural
Electric Cooperative Association.
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ENERGY
101
We clear certain areas in our
service territory, known as
rights-of-way, to:
• Keep power lines clear of tree limbs
• Restore power outages more quickly
• Reduce unexpected costs for repairs

Maintaining rights-of-way
improves service reliability
for you–our members!

SAVE When You Grow A
Zoysia Lawn From Living Plugs!

Keeps Growing For A Lifetime!

ssss

Stays Green In Summer Through Heat & Drought!
Crowds Out Weeds And Old Grass Naturally – No Chemicals!
Reduces Mowing & Cuts Watering By As Much As 2/3!
Excellent For Slopes And Children’s Play Areas!

Now MORE Ways to Start
Your Amazoy Zoysia Lawn!
1) Economical FREESTYLE PLUGS come in
uncut sheets with a maximum of 150 - 1”
plugs which can be planted up to 1 ft. apart

or make them bigger and plant further apart.

GET UP TO 1000 FREESTYLE PLUGS –
Grass Sheets

Your PRICE

+ Shipping

SAVINGS

2

$29.95

$14.50

–

+100

4

$50.00

$16.00

+150

6

$66.00

$19.50

1100

+400

10

$95.00

$ 30.00

2000

+1000

20

$165.00

$45.00

25%
36%
43%
52%

Max Freestyle Plugs

Free Plugs

300

–

500
750

GUARANTEED TO GROW

2) NEW 3” X 3” SUPER PLUGS arrive precut
and ready to plant in your old lawn.
3) Zoysia SEED for small and large areas.
4) Amazoy SOD for an instant lawn.

ORDER YOUR WAY TODAY!
Harvested Daily From Our Farms
And Shipped To You Direct!

410-756-2311

Or We’ll Replace Plugs FREE!
ZoysiaFarms Kentucky Living halfpg Mar2019 Dept5336.indd 1

Zoysia Lawns are
thick, dense and lush!

Dept. 5336

www.ZoysiaFarms.com/mag

Amazoy is the trademark registered U.S. Patent Office for our Meyer Zoysia grass.
©2019 Zoysia Farm Nurseries, 3617 Old Taneytown Rd, Taneytown, MD 21787
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CO-OPS CARE

Pulling together to serve the
community
DEBRA GIBSON ISAACS

Thankful for the opportunity
to serve
BOWLING GREEN

Concern for community is one of
seven principles that Kentucky’s
electric cooperatives adhere to. If
you want to know what that really
means, look at the life of N.E. Reed, a
board director for Warren RECC.

For 21 years, N.E. was judgeexecutive of Edmonson County.
Working with others, N.E. was able
to build a library, senior center,
courthouse annex and technology
center at no cost to the county. He
led the charge to create an industrial park and attracted three factories that hired 130 people. At
the end of his tenure, the county
budget was in the black with a
financial reserve.
For 40 years, he also served
Oak Grove United Baptist Church
as song leader. He taught Sunday
School, was a deacon and is still a
clerk for the church.
“I’m most proud of the people
here in our county willing to
help,” says N.E. “When we put
our heads together we come up
with great things for the county.
I appreciate the opportunity they
gave me to serve.”

The cure for what ails you
ELIZABETHTOWN

Warren RECC Board Director N.E. Reed, center,
celebrates at Bowling Green’s 80th anniversary
celebration. Joining him are Board Director Orville W.
“Pete” Dotson III and Warren RECC employee Launa
Allen. Photo: Tami Cohron
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If you ever get down on your fellow
man, John Mastin has the solution:
volunteer.
Mastin, a dispatcher for Nolin
RECC, has volunteered for an array
of causes, including serving as a
Sunday School teacher for Eastwood
Creek Baptist Church. Today he is
a bell ringer for the Salvation Army
and a flag stander for the Patriot
Guard Riders of Kentucky.

Nolin RECC’s John Mastin finds that being a
bell ringer for the Salvation Army blesses him.
Photo: Sarah Fellows

“As a bell ringer, it blesses my
heart to see people give although they
may not have as much as others,”
John says.
Flag standers honor veterans and
first responders by standing in a flag
line and rendering a final salute as
the funeral procession passes. John
knows what these men and women
have given, since he was in the military from 1974-77.
“In my past 37 years at the
cooperative, the co-op has always
led by example and encouraged us
to volunteer,” John says. KL

SUPER COUPON

BEATS HONDA*

SUPER COUPON
As rated by a leading consumer
product testing publication

PREDATOR 3500

NOW

MAX. STARTING WATTS

3000

3000

RUNNING WATTS

2800

100 LBS.

WEIGHT

131 LBS.

2.6 GAL

TANK SIZE

3.4 GAL

4

OUTLETS

4

YES

OVERLOAD PROTECTION

YES

212 cc

ENGINE SIZE

196 cc

YES

LOW OIL ALERT

YES

YES

PARALLEL CAPABLE

YES

YES

POWER SAVER

YES

769

Customer Rating
Cu

$

9
$6999 SAVE 1,299
$

99 PRICE

SUPER COUPON

RAPID PUMP® 3 TON STEEL
HEAVY DUTY FLOOR JACK
• Lifts from 5" to 18-1/4"
• Weighs 74 lbs. Customer Rating

9
$749 $8999
SAVE
$
60 ITEM 64260/64261/64265/64875
69227/62116/68048 shown
*59058598
*
59058598

MODEL: 647593

369$

HONDA

NOW

. 10

9
$599 $7999
SAVE
$

COMPARE TO

9998

MODEL: WG309

$

B. PANCAKE

ITEM 61615/60637
95275 shown

$499

COMPARE TO

VALEO
$ 02

ITEM 62200 shown
599 SAVE
$
249 ITEM 62214

MODEL: GX200

CALIFORNIA ONLY

11

MODEL: 25521

5

$ 99

• Air delivery:
0.6 CFM @ 90 PSI
1 CFM @ 40 PSI

SAVE 54%

$

COMPARE TO

ITEM 62434, 62426, 62433, 62432,
62429, 64178, 64179, 62428 shown

PORTER-CABLE

YOUR CHOICE

Customer Rating

9
$399

$
99
9862 SAVE
59% 56

MODEL: PCFP02003

*59058913
*
59058913

*59061261
*
59061261

*59063702
*
59063702

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

LIMIT 9 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

SUPER
COUPON

SUPER COUPON

BLUE
29 PIECE 30", 5 DRAWER
Customer Rating ITEM 64031 HEAVY DUTY FOLDABLE
MECHANIC'S
CARTS
TITANIUM
ALUMINUM
BLACK
ITEM 64032 SPORTS CHAIR
DRILL BIT SET
64030
64033 shown

RED

NOW

ITEM 68862/63190
62896 shown

ITEM 69269/97080 shown

NOW

99

$9

COMPARE TO

39

A. HOT DOG

B

Customer Rating

"

3 GALLON, 100 PSI OIL-FREE
AIR COMPRESSORS

A

Customer Rating

8 ft

SUPER
COUPON

SUPER
COUPON

Customer Rating

99

COMPARE TO

*59052515
*
59052515

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day. Save 20% on any 1 item purchased. *Cannot be used with
other discount, coupon or any of the following items or brands: Inside Track Club membership,
Extended Service Plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day Parking Lot Sale item, compressors,
floor jacks, safes, saw mills, storage cabinets, chests or carts, trailers, trencher/backhoe,
welders, Admiral, Ames, Bauer, Cobra, CoverPro, Daytona, Diamondback, Earthquake, Fischer,
Hercules, Icon, Jupiter, Lynxx, Poulan, Predator, Tailgator, Viking, Vulcan, Zurich. Not valid on
prior purchases. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 7/1/19.

MECHANIC'S
GLOVES

7 AMP ELECTRIC POLE SAW
9.5" BAR

WORX

Cannot be used with other discounts or prior purchases. Original coupon must be presented.
Valid through 7/1/19 while supplies last. Limit 1 FREE GIFT per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

SUPER
COUPON

. to

ITEM 63599/62522/63875/63884
63886/63888/69111/69052 shown

*59055325
*
59055325
* HONDA EU3000iS1A stated specs

3100 PSI, 2.8 GPM
6.5 HP (212 CC)
GAS PRESSURE
WASHER Customer Rating

LIMIT 3 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

6 ft

3

MODEL: BRS9LED-B

HONDA EU3000iS1A

SUPER COUPON

$

POWERBUILT
$
27

135

RAYOVAC
$ 50

1,999

$349

COMPARE TO

ANY
SINGLE
ITEM*

COMPARE TO

$

NOW

NOW

ANY PURCHASE

• 9 LED
• Compact,
Lightweight

*59058399
*
59058399

ITEM 63584

WITH

3-1/2"
SUPER BRIGHT
ALUMINUM
FLASHLIGHT

3500 WATT SUPER QUIET INVERTER GENERATOR
3500

20%
OFF

FREE

1,000+ Stores Nationwide • HarborFreight.com
BEST BUY WINNER

SUPER COUPON

DEWALT
$
99

64

MODEL: DW1369

$

SAVE
84%

99

1799

ITEM 62281/61637 shown

$
Snap-on

BLUE-POINT

$

810

21999

SAVE $620

COMPARE TO

MODEL: KRBC10TBPES

ITEM 64061
64059
64060 shown

YOUR CHOICE
OF COLOR

$18999

*59065445
*
59065445

*59065773
*
59065773

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

LIMIT 9 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

NOW

GREEN

YELLOW

$

COMPARE TO

COLEMAN

2799

4999

MODEL: 2000020293

SAVE
60%

ITEM 62314/63066
66383 shown

*59066217
*
59066217

ITEM 56239
64720 shown

SUPER
COUPON

$

$1 999

ITEM 56237
64721 shown

• 15,000 cu. in. of storage ORANGE
ITEM 56238
• 700 lb. capacity
64722 shown
• Weighs 139 lbs.

*59064166
*
59064166

Customer Rating

LIMIT 6 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

SUPER Customer Rating
COUPON

SUPER
COUPON

17 FT. TYPE IA
24 FT., 18 BULB, 12 SOCKET
7 FT. 4" x 9 FT. 6" AIRLESS PAINT SPRAYER KIT
MULTI-TASK LADDER
OUTDOOR STRING LIGHTS
Customer Rating
ALL PURPOSE/WEATHER
• Versatile - 24 configurations
W
O
N
Customer
Rating
RESISTANT TARP
• Safe + Secure + Stable
99

$1 69

Customer Rating

NOW

$

99

COMPARE TO

BLUE HAWK

9

$ 98
MODEL: BG8X10-Y

SAVE
70%

$2

21499

COMPARE TO

GRACO
$

299

4

$ 99

MODEL: 262800

SAVE
$
129

ITEM 68001/62915/60600 shown

ITEM 69115/69121/69129/69137/69249/877 shown

*59066526
*
59066526

*59069658
*
59069658

LIMIT 8 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

Customer Rating

4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER Customer Rating

COMPARE TO

99

MODEL: 163207

$
99
SAVE
$
44 64

ITEM 69456/62898/62897/62899 shown

NOW

99

$54

28

NOW

MODEL: 2411-1

$

14

99

$9

SAVE $189

*59069761
*
59069761

JUMP STARTER 1-1/4 GALLON
AND POWER PACK HOME AND GARDEN
SPRAYER
NOW

$

COMPARE TO

PERFORMAX
$
99

298

MODEL: XE M17

ITEM 67646/63418/63419/63417 shown

LIMIT 3 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

9
$699

SAVE
65%

COMPARE TO

SUPER COUPON

• 64 sq. ft. of shade

GUIDESMAN
$

26

LITTLE GIANT
$
99

99

LIMIT 7 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

Customer Rating

• Sets up fast and easy
• No tools required
• UV treated to prevent
fading

13999 $1N0O9W99

$

SAVE
ITEM 64486
63%
63483 shown
*59069721
*
59069721

54

• Super Strong - Holds 300 lbs.
• Weighs 34 lbs.

$1 999
$

98
COMPARE TO $
PORTFOLIO MODEL: SLC12BK

SUPER
COUPON

SUPER COUPON

10 FT. x 10 FT. POPUP CANOPY

NOW

SAVE $60

99

ITEM 69645/95578/60625 shown

79

99

COMPARE TO

ITEM 64412/62749 shown

129

99
SCHUMACHER $
MODEL: SL1
ELECTRIC

Customer Rating

SAVE 39%
COMPARE TO

ROUNDUP
$ 97

14

MODEL: 190315

SUPER
COUPON

NOW

$8 99

$

1299

ITEM 63124/63145 shown

*59070738
*
59070738

*59070946
*
59070946

*59071096
*
59071096

*59072049
*
59072049

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

LIMIT 9 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

LIMIT 8 - Coupon valid through 7/1/19*

*Original coupon only. No use on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase or without original receipt. Valid through 7/1/19.

At Harbor Freight Tools, the “Compare to” price means that the specified comparison, which is an item with the same or similar function, was
advertised for sale at or above the “Compare to” price by another national retailer in the U.S. within the past 90 days. Prices advertised by others
may vary by location. No other meaning of “Compare to” should be implied. For more information, go to HarborFreight.com or see store associate.
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Farming
WHILE THE FAMILY FARM MIGHT BE SHRINKING, PART-TIMERS ARE GROWING STRONG
BY MICHELLE EIGENHEER | PHOTOS BY TIM WEBB

n Chris and Mary Breeze pick through
watermelon radishes at their Whispering
Breeze Farm in Mayslick.
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HOW DO A HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGER AND A QUALITY
engineer end up as the owners of a farm, a high
tunnel, greenhouse and community-supported agriculture program? Well, if you ask them—just like
anyone else.
“Can the average farmer who wants to get into
vegetable production get a high tunnel? Yes,” says
Mary Breeze, an HR manager by day. “Go get a grant
and you can build your tunnel and have no debt.”
“You can have some capital left over,” adds husband, Chris, a quality engineer. “Or you can go very
bare bones. You can do low tunnels like we still do.
No. 9 wires that you can go get at Lowe’s, with row
(tobacco) cotton.
“We’re not special. We had to apply three times,
but just keep at it.”
The grant Mary and Chris reference is through the
U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources
Conservation Service.
“It took us three applications, but we finally got
funded,” Mary says. “And now we have a high tunnel
that’s bigger than our house.”
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Getting started
The Breezes began the Whispering Breeze Farm, LLC,
in the 2015 growing season. It was the first year the
Breezes, consumer-members of Fleming-Mason
Energy, sold their produce and joined the Mason
County Farmers Market.
In the seasons since, the garden in their yard has
grown into a small farm, now producing enough to
support a community-supported agriculture program (CSA) with 15 families—with enough left over to
supply a few local restaurants.
The Breezes are no strangers to life on a farm—
Chris’ parents and Mary’s grandparents were tobacco
farmers—but neither had much experience with vegetable farming.
“I needed something to kind of get my farming fix and we just said, ‘Hey, we’re going to have a
garden,’” Chris says. “The first spring that we were
married, in 2003, we started our first garden together,
and we grew and grew. It kept getting bigger and
we would give stuff away and then, I guess it was
six years ago, our county Extension agent Tracey
Parriman says, ‘You should start selling your stuff.’”

n Left, the Breezes thin out seedlings in an electric-heated
greenhouse at their farm.

n Below, Chris Breeze cuts some red head lettuce, which will
either be a part of the Whispering Breeze Farm communitysupported agriculture program or be used in local restaurants.

n Top, Chris and Mary Breeze work with vegetables growing
inside their high tunnel. It took three tries, but the Breezes
secured grant funding for this project.

n Right, Chris Breeze steps outside the greenhouse, heated
with help from Fleming-Mason Energy, and built with leftover
funding from the high tunnel grant. The greenhouse is used to
cultivate starters, which are then planted in the high tunnel.

What’s the difference between a high tunnel and
a greenhouse?
High tunnels (also called hoop houses), above, and greenhouses, below,
are similar with a few key differences. Both can be used to extend the
growing season. A high tunnel is not heated and usually has plants
planted right into the soil. A greenhouse is heated and often includes a
ventilation system, with plants commonly grown in pots on tables. The
Breezes primarily use their greenhouse to nurture seeds into starter
plants that are transferred into the high tunnel or the field.

WSTOCKSTUDIO

At that point, the couple’s farming style had
expanded and evolved considerably, despite both
working full time. When they started the garden,
they used herbicides, pesticides and synthetic fertilizers, but after attending a workshop on organic
growing at a Farm and Family Night at Maysville
Community and Technical College, they decided to
adopt more natural farming practices.
By the time they met Parriman at a Master
Gardener program hosted by their local Cooperative
Extension Service office, the couple had begun to
explore and study successful market gardens and the
possibilities that came with expanding their own.
The growth of Whispering Breeze Farm—now
operating on about an acre and a half in Mason
County—has been an exercise in experimentation
and evaluation. The Breezes began using tobacco
cotton and low tunnels as a way to protect their
crops and extend their growing season. They started
turning beds in a day, harvesting and planting fresh
starters in newly vacant rows.
While the farm has grown, they’ve retained
natural farming practices. Theirs is not a “certified
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Enter at KentuckyLiving.com!
Sponsored by:

Submit up to 2 entries per category:
People • Nature • Humor • Animals • My Co-op

Prizes in each category:
• 1st place – $100
• 2nd place – $50
• 3rd place – $25
Winners will be published in July.
Five People’s Choice Winners: $50 each category
People’s Choice voting begins in May on
KentuckyLiving.com.

Enter March 1-31
NEW Contest is open to co-op members
and the public, both amateur and
professional photographers. Entries
accepted for ages 13* and up.
*Ages 13-17 must have consent from a parent or
guardian when you enter online.
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grant of use is royalty-free and perpetual.
Contest is open to persons age 13 or over, in the United States, except for employees or immediate family members of Kentucky Association of Electric Cooperatives, Kentucky Living, Kentucky’s electric
co-ops and their respective divisions, subsidiaries, advertising, and promotion agencies. Entrants ages 13-17 must have consent from a parent or guardian. For complete rules go to KentuckyLiving.com.

organic” farm, but they do follow organic guidelines. The cost of maintaining certification and the
associated paperwork aren’t worth it to them.
Chris says, “Most of our customers have been to
our farm. They trust us to grow our food the way we
say that we’re growing our food.”
The Breezes’ high tunnel helps extend the growing season and, with lights installed, enables Chris
and Mary to work for several hours after coming
home from work each day.
The couple also used leftover materials from the
high tunnel to help build a small greenhouse where
they can cultivate starters from seeds. They intended
to use gas to heat it, but when that proved too difficult to control and too expensive in cooler seasons,
they reached out to Fleming-Mason Energy to extend
their service from their home to the greenhouse.
The electric cooperative featured the couple in
last year’s annual report. “Their particular business
was something that was very interesting to us,” says
Lori Ulrich, Fleming-Mason Energy’s marketing and
public relations manager. “And (it) showcases a large
part of our heritage here in this region.

“Our particular territory that we cover has traditionally been very agricultural-based. And, the
Breezes kind of represent how agriculture has
changed in this region in the last 20 years, how agriculture has evolved. It’s exciting to see young families
like this that are doing new and innovative things.”

Savvy promotion
Alongside the agricultural methods, the business end
of farming has changed for the Breezes. They made
a point to market themselves from the beginning,
creating a logo and associating the brand with their
organic-style practices. They created brand recognition at the farmers market and among locals. “We
joke and say it’s because we’re really great, personable
people,” Mary says. “I think that’s where it started—
we were really excited to talk about what we were
doing at the farmers market. I think that our enthusiasm for what we were doing was kind of contagious.”
They collected email addresses and started a
newsletter, sharing “The Menu” each week, along
with photos and stories from the farm. The list
quickly grew from 50 to 200 names. People began
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Advice for new farmers
Use your resources
From the local county Extension agent to the Farm
Service Agency office, and even local government,
there are a lot of resources for beginners, from loan
options for equipment to networks with other farmers.
Learn what’s out there.
Don’t set the bar based on someone else
You don’t have to have what another farm has to be
successful. “You can go out with minimal equipment
and crush it,” says Chris Breeze, who farms part-time
in Mason County. “You don’t have to be an expert at
every single thing.”
Be prepared for some setbacks
Whether it’s an early frost, being denied a grant or not
selling out at the farmers market, don’t let it get you
down. Don’t look at these as failures.

n Chris Breeze washes some watermelon
radishes at the Whispering Breeze Farm.

n Below, Mary Breeze works with some
Bright Lights Swiss Chard growing inside
the high tunnel at the farm in Mayslick.

to pre-order their produce for pickup at the farmers market. They started a CSA, first with five people,
then 10. But the market was a full day’s work each
Saturday and after three years of selling there, they
decided to leave.
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Know that not everyone will be your customer
The price of organically grown produce may be higher
than what the local grocery offers. “You can’t compete
with large-scale farms,” says Breeze. “Don’t lower your
prices, don’t lower your expectations for someone
else. Your time’s in it, you know what it’s worth.”

“It’s a big trade to say what we could have done,
had we not been sitting at the market,” explains
Mary, as she recounts the collective 16 hours spent
there each weekend. “So, it was a tough decision.
And Chris really struggled with it. But we came to the
agreement that we weren’t going to do it in 2018, and
we didn’t. It was a hard decision, especially because
Chris, at the time, was the vice president of the local
farmers market. I can honestly say this: had we not
made that decision, I would be in a different place
with it today. I think I would be past burnout and
ready to say, ‘I’m kind of done.’”
The choice to leave was one that suited the needs
of Whispering Breeze Farm. Following this move, the
CSA grew to 15 and the couple established a pick-up
spot at a local café that also began using their produce
in its meals. Later, a restaurant reopening in nearby
Augusta approached them to begin supplying produce
for its new farm-to-table menu.
Despite the business expansion, the Breezes have
scaled back some of their acreage, optimizing the use
of a smaller space with better techniques. They continue their full-time jobs, with no intention of leaving
them. As they settle into this new model of farming
and business, they’re exploring ways to share what
they’ve learned—such as food literacy and career
paths in farming—as well as shed light on how to start
a farm like theirs. KL
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Clip this offer and please call today!

Now, from United of Omaha Life Insurance Company and Companion Life Insurance Company...

Whole Life Insurance.
Are you between the ages
of 45 and 85*?
Then this GUARANTEED
ACCEPTANCE policy is for YOU!
>> Choose from 4 benefit levels - up to $25,000!
>> Rates “lock-in” at the age you enroll - never
go up again!

NO medical exam!

Plus...
Proceeds paid directly to your beneficiary

>> Call for your FREE all-by-mail enrollment packet!
>> Call TOLL-FREE

Builds cash value and is renewable up to age 100!**...
Then automatically pays YOU full benefit amount!

1-866-429-4419

Or enroll online at

Policy cannot be canceled – EVER – because of
changes in health!

www.GetMutualDirect.com
Why this policy? Why now?
Our graded death benefit whole life insurance policy can be used to
pay funeral costs, final medical expenses...or other monthly bills.
You know how important it can be to help protect your family from
unnecessary burdens after you pass away. Maybe your own parents
or loved one did the same for you. OR, maybe they DIDN’T and you
sure wish they would have!
The important thing is that, right now, you can make a decision that
could help make a difficult time a little easier for your loved ones.
It’s a responsible, caring and affordable decision. And, right now, it’s
something you can do with one simple phone call.
You may have been putting off purchasing life insurance, but you
don’t have to wait another day. This offer is a great opportunity to
help start protecting your family today.

NO health questions!

Your affordable monthly rate will “lock-in” at
your enrollment age* ...
$3,000.00
Benefit

Age
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-85

Male
$10.45
$11.50
$14.20
$17.20
$20.50
$27.40
$37.00
$50.50

Female
$8.80
$9.70
$11.95
$13.30
$16.00
$21.40
$30.10
$42.55

$5,000.00
Benefit

Male
$16.75
$18.50
$23.00
$28.00
$33.50
$45.00
$61.00
$83.50

Female
$14.00
$15.50
$19.25
$21.50
$26.00
$35.00
$49.50
$70.25

$10,000.00 $25,000.00
Benefit

Benefit

Male Female Male Female
$32.50 $27.00 $79.75 $66.00
$36.00 $30.00 $88.50 $73.50
$45.00 $37.50 $111.00 $92.25
$55.00 $42.00 $136.00 $103.50
$66.00 $51.00 $163.50 $126.00
$89.00 $69.00 $221.00 $171.00
$121.00 $98.00 $301.00 $243.50
$166.00 $139.50 $413.50 $347.25

The rates above include a $12 annual policy fee.

This is a solicitation of insurance, an agent (In OR & WA: producer) may contact you. These policies contain benefits,
reductions, limitations, and exclusions to include a reduction in death benefits during the
first two years of policy ownership. Policy Form ICC11L057P or state equivalent (in FL: 7722L-0505; in NY: 827Y-0505).
Not available in all states. In NY, during the first two years, 110% of premiums will be paid. Website unavailable for NY residents.
EASY WAY Whole Life Insurance is underwritten by United of Omaha Life Insurance Company, Omaha, NE 68175, which is licensed
nationwide except NY. Life insurance policies issued in NY are underwritten by Companion Life Insurance Company, Hauppauge, NY
11788. Each company is responsible for its own financial and contractual obligations. *Age eligibility and benefits may vary by state.
**In FL policy is renewable until age 121.
AFN44167_0113

n Justin and Christa Conley said “I do” to a
Kentucky Proud wedding in October 2018.
Photo: Sami Thacker/Thacker Photography

Something
Borrowed

Something
Bluegrass

State’s ag producers
team up to create
Kentucky Proud Weddings

H

BY KATHY WITT

SARAH

ere comes the bride—
and her entourage of
Kentucky Proud members: winery reception
site, caterer, florist.
The bridal party was there too, of
course, but for this Kentucky-proud

bride and groom, showing their love
for Kentucky Proud-certified products and producers was a key part of
their wedding planning.
When Justin Conley, a deputy
with the Fleming County Sheriff’s
Department, popped the question to

Christa Corbin in December 2017, both
said “I do” to showcasing Kentucky
Proud members at their wedding,
which took place 10 months later, on
October 6, 2018.
“We’re both from a small town
and we always knew we wanted to
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n Evans Orchard provides a beautiful
setting for weddings, corporate and community events, too. Photo: Kevin and Anna
Photography

get married in our hometown,” says
Christa Conley, a third-grade teacher
at Mason County Intermediate School,
who lives in Ewing and is a consumermember of Fleming-Mason Energy.
“The products and vendors we chose
were all local, all people we knew.”
As it turned out, all also were
members of Kentucky Proud, the
official state marketing program for
agricultural products. Echo Valley
Winery near Flemingsburg was the

site of the reception. Cowan Station
Honey Farm provided the catering. Grimes Greenhouse Nursery and
Florist handled the flowers. All are
served by Fleming-Mason Energy.
“As part-time beef cattle farmers, we understand the idea of
giving back to the community,”
Conley adds. “It was really important for us to give back and support
local agriculture.”
The couple’s commitment to
incorporating Kentucky Proud into
their big day resulted in them winning the Kentucky Proud Weddings
Contest, a way to recognize couples

MEET KENTUCKY PROUD WEDDING CONTEST WINNERS
Justin and Christa Conley, right, are the winners of
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture’s second
Kentucky Proud Weddings Contest. The winners
of the first contest were Benjamin and Allison
Engelbrecht. Read their stories at Kentucky Proud
Weddings, www.kyproud.com/weddings.
While there are currently no plans for
a third contest, department Director of
Communications Sean Southard says, “anything
is possible with the Kentucky Proud program—but
nothing definitive as yet.”
Visit the website for updates.
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that make Kentucky Proud members
a priority in their wedding planning.
The prize? $5,000.
Kentucky Proud Weddings was
established to give Kentucky’s farm
families a way to earn a share of the
$72 billion wedding industry and connect altar-bound couples to member
businesses providing wedding services
and provisions, says Sean Southard,
director of communications at the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture.
In February 2018, Kentucky Proud
launched its weddings website, listing members offering everything
from farm venues for weddings and
receptions to local foods and beverages to flowers, gifts and other goods
and services.
“Considering I’ve never won anything in my life, it was very shocking
and also very humbling,” says Conley,
a member of Kentucky Proud herself,
as well as the Kentucky Farm Bureau.
“Winning the contest meant the world
to us on our special day and just put
the icing on top of everything.”
It also will help them start their life
as first-time homeowners, she adds.
“It was eye-opening to me just
how much in your local community
is Kentucky Proud and how much
you can give back when you shop

n Right, Evans Orchard hosts about 25
weddings a year, such as this one in the
barn. Photo: Lindsey Jones Photography

local,” she says. “Seek out the area
for those Kentucky Proud vendors
and think of ways to incorporate
local products and vendors. It’s very
important to give back.”
One of those vendors, Cowan
Station Honey Farm in Ewing, has
only recently stepped into the catering realm; in fact, the Conley wedding was just the second major
event farm owners Regina and Bruce
Barnes have catered. And it was
quite a spread, with fried chicken
and pulled pork entrées accompanied by all the sides.
“We are a mom-and pop-owned
business and take pride in the job at
hand, using as many local farm products as we can and not taking shortcuts,” says Regina Barnes.

The farm itself has been in business
for 10 years, producing jams, jellies,
pickles and, of course, lots of honey,
thanks to 20 beehives. In addition to
catering weddings, Cowan Station also
makes wedding cakes.
The backdrop for the Conley wedding was a beautiful circa-1940s

thoroughbred breeding barn, sitting
amid 10 acres of grapes and warmed
with strands of white lights and
rustic “Watering Hole” bar.
The vineyard was established
in 2005 by the Watson family—
David and Sue and sons Stephen
and Bradley—who added a winery

#KYPROUDWEDDINGS

The Event Barn at Evans Orchard

Warrenwood Manor

Honey Locust Farms

The recipe for a great Kentucky wedding
begins with Kentucky-grown.
Show your love for local!
Couples across Kentucky are discovering that Kentucky farms make an ideal setting for dream weddings. Likewise,
Kentucky Proud products offer nearly everything else you need for your big day – from locally grown cuisine and
beautiful flowers to amazing wines, spirits, craft beers and more. Learn more at KyProud.com/Weddings.
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in 2014, the same year Echo Valley
Winery & Vineyard became a
Kentucky Proud member.

Echo Valley hosts more than 20
weddings a year and also provides
catering services.

n Evans Orchard can accommodate an

More Proud examples

outdoor or barn wedding. Many Kentucky
Proud venues offer lots of choices. Photo:
Lindsey Jones Photography

Kentucky Proud member Briar Rose
Garden, served by Warren RECC, a

PLAN KENTUCKY PROUD NUPTIALS
“There’s no better way to show your support for agriculture than inviting Kentucky
Proud to the most important day of your life,” says Sean Southard, director of communications at the Kentucky Department of Agriculture.
These are the growers and suppliers featured in this feature, but there are dozens
more located across the state waiting to make your day special.
BRIAR ROSE GARDEN, 7791 Cemetery Road, Bowling Green; (270) 202-7152;
Facebook: Briar Rose Garden.
COWAN STATION HONEY FARM, 8904 Elizaville Road, Ewing; (606) 267-3233;
Facebook: Cowan Station Honey Farm.
ECHO VALLEY WINERY & VINEYARD, 1826 Mt. Carmel Road, Flemingsburg; (606)
845-0030; www.echovalleywinery.com
EVANS ORCHARD EVENT BARN, 434 Stone Road, Georgetown; (502) 316-2433;
www.evansorchard.com, www.evansorchardeventbarn.com.
Visit Kentucky Proud Weddings (www.kyproud.com/weddings) to see all the possibilities.
Kentucky Proud Wedding members include venues, caterers, florists, wedding cake makers
and restaurants. You’ll find bridal party gifts, pony or alpaca rentals, and much more.
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cut flower and berry farm tucked
near the banks of the Barren River,
opened up its flower fields as a youpick farm in the summer of 2017.
Wedding and event floral design
services are offered year-round, with
flowers from the garden in season
and from a Bowling Green supplier
out of season.
“In addition, we provide fieldfresh flowers to brides-to-be wanting a DIY experience, floral and event
designers looking for garden flowers
to augment traditional florist selections and locals seeking an outing
in the country to experience picking their own flowers in a natural setting,” says owner Rosemarie
Wurth-Grice.
Evans Orchard, served by Blue
Grass Energy, a Kentucky Proud
member known for kid-pleasing
attractions like Big Wheel and pedal
cart tracks, swings and tire climbs, hay
castle and corn bin play boxes, also
hosts about 25 weddings each year.
The fifth-generation farm, stretching
over 175 acres near Georgetown, offers
its Event Barn for weddings scheduled
April through October.
“There are a ton of great event
venues in central Kentucky,” says Jenn
Abney, Evans Orchard event coordinator. “What sets Evans Orchard
apart is that it is family owned and
operated. We really want each couple
that gets married here to create their
own special memories. Sometimes, a
couple may have gotten engaged here
or maybe came apple picking at the
orchard on their first date.”
Because of the farm’s agricultural
theme park setting, many couples
who get married at the barn return
with their kids for playground fun or
fall pumpkin picking.
“It’s fun for us to see their families grow,” says Abney. “And it’s
really special to have this place be a
part of their story.”
Kentucky Proud members say “I
do” to that. KL
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Houdini the I-65 Goat
He’s the elusive goat that for years has
captured the affection of thousands who
traveled Interstate 65 near Elizabethtown.
When caught, he always escaped.
Houdini watched drivers pass by and
they watched him. Sometimes he stood
on top of the guardrail; other times he
wandered onto the highway to gawk at an
accident. If he wasn’t there, people worried.
In October, Houdini suffered a broken
leg after a traffic mishap. Broadbent
Wildlife Sanctuary, served by Meade
County RECC, heard about his plight and
stepped in to become his permanent caretaker, and he was moved there in January.
Houdini’s leg has healed, although he’ll
probably always walk with a limp, and he’s
settling in nicely, his caretakers report.
Lydia Stephens, who leads tours at
Broadbent, says “all staff care for him, but
his main handler is Ms. (Mary Ann) Tobin,
our founder. She is down there visiting,
giving him treats, petting his head and
talking to him every day.” Still, they have
no plans to turn Houdini into a pet. He will
live out his days in peace and safety.
The 185-pound Houdini has 5 fenced
acres of “big open field with a wooded
area on both sides,” says Stephens. Yet, he
hangs close to what reminds him of home—
the large electrical posts, minus the traffic.
Need a Houdini fix? Schedule a tour
at Broadbent in Guston for $5 (free
for children under 5). Tax-deductible
donations support a hospital and animal
sanctuary with a veterinarian and 22 staff
caring for approximately 140 healing or
abused animals from all across Kentucky.
See more Houdini photos and learn
more about Broadbent Wildlife Sanctuary
at KentuckyLiving.com.
Story: Anita Travis Richter
Photo: Jolea Brown
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ADVERTISEMENT

Eye Doctor Helps
Tennessee
Legally Blind To See
High Technology For Low Vision Patients Allows Many To Drive Again

F

or many patients with macular
degeneration and other visionrelated conditions, the loss of
central visual detail also signals
the end to one of the last
bastion of independence: driving.
A Lebanon optometrist, Dr. John Pino, is
using miniaturized telescopes that are
mounted in glasses to help people who
have lost vision from macular
degeneration and other eye conditions.
“Some of my patients consider me
the last stop for people who have vision
loss,” said Dr. Pino, one of only a few
doctors in the world who specialize in
fitting bioptic telescopes to help those
who have lost vision due to macular
degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, and
other debilitating eye diseases.
Imagine a pair of glasses that can
improve your vision enough to change
your life. If you’re a low vision patient,
you’ve probably not only imagined them,
but have been searching for them. Bioptic
telescopes may be the breakthrough in
optical technology that will give you the
independence you’ve been looking for.
Patients with vision in the 20/200 range
can many times be improved to 20/50 or
better.
Macular degeneration is the leading
cause of blindness and vision loss in
people over 50. Despite this, most adults

ADVERTISEMENT

are not familiar with the condition. As
many as 25% of those over the age of 50
have some degree of macular
degeneration. The macula is only one
small part of the retina; however, it is the
most sensitive and gives us sharp central
vision. When it degenerates, macular
degeneration leaves a blind spot right in
the center of vision, making it difficult or
impossible to recognize faces, read a
book, or pass the driver’s vision test.
Nine out of 10 people who have
macular degeneration have the dry form.
New research suggests vitamins can help.
The British medical journal BMC
Ophthalmology recently reported that

56% of patients treated with a high-dose
combination of vitamins experienced
improved vision after six months.
TOZAL Comprehensive Eye Health
Formula is now available by prescription
from eye doctors.
While age is the most significant
risk factor for developing the disease,
heredity, smoking, cardiovascular
disease, and high blood pressure have
also been identified as risk factors.
Macular degeneration accounts for 90%
of new legal blindness in the U.S. While
there is currently no cure, promising
research is being done on many fronts.
“My job is to figure out everything and
anything possible to keep a person

functioning, especially driving,” says Dr.
Pino.
When Elaine, 57, of Kingsport, TN,
came to see Dr. Pino she wanted to keep
her Tennessee driver’s license and was
prescribed bioptic telescopic glasses to
read signs and see traffic lights farther
away. Dr. Pino also prescribed microsope
glasses for reading newspapers and
menus in restaurants.
As Elaine puts it, “My regular
glasses didn’t help too much – it was like
looking through a fog. These new
telescopic glasses not only allow me to
read signs from a farther distance, but
make driving much easier. I’ve also used
them to watch television so I don’t have
to sit so close. I don’t know why I waited
to do this; I should have come sooner.”
“Bioptic telescopes can cost over
$2,000,” said Dr. Pino, “especially if we
build them with an automatic sunglass.”
“The major benefit of the bioptic
telescope is that the lens automatically
focuses on whatever you’re looking at,”
said Dr. Pino. “It’s like a self-focusing
camera, but much more precise.”
To learn more about bioptic
telescopes or to schedule a consultation
with Dr. Pino, give us a call at 1-855-4058800. You can also visit our website at:
www.lowvisiontn.com
For more information and a FREE
telephone consultation, call us today:
1-855-405-8800
Offices located in Lebanon,
and Knoxville.
John M. Pino, O.D., Ph.D.

2019 LAWN &
GARDEN ISSUE

Non Andy Smart uses a wheelbarrow to
transport items to a planting site. A wheelbarrow can help ease the physical strain of
carrying lots of items from the car to the
location where they will be used.
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-Pain
Gardening
Tips on how to keep
your body and your
plants healthy
BY SHELLY NOLD
PHOTOS BY JOLE A BROWN

l

andscaping, gardening, planting or yard work—
no matter what you call it, it’s physical work
that requires using not only brain power but also
muscles and the entire body. This labor-intensive
work can cause muscle strain and soreness, but it
still can be fun and rewarding.
On the following pages, you’ll learn the healthiest
way to plant for the plants themselves—and for yourself.
As a horticulturist and garden center owner, I do
this type of physical work regularly, so you might think
it would become easy. That’s somewhat true, but each
day is different, and each planting site or planting hole
is different. This presents its own set of challenges—and
working safely is the most important factor in meeting
those challenges.
No matter how long you’ve been gardening, there are
some tips of the trade that can equip you with the best

tools for the job and teach you what to do
to make your chores a little easier while also
preventing injury.

Gardening takes time
I often say that gardening is for a lifetime, not
just for one weekend. That is at odds with an
instant-gratification world where people may
think that the perfect desired landscape can,
somehow, happen in just a day.
This is often when problems can arise.
Injuries and other bad outcomes can stem
from rushing when you realize you have
underestimated the time or physical exertion
required for a project. Other sources of frustration are not having the proper tools and
not being sure how to successfully complete a
task. Distractions also can hamper your focus
and keep you from working safely.

Equip yourself for success

SHOVEL

NURSERY
SPADE

The proper way to plant a single tree or shrub
also hits the high points of general gardening safety, or ergonomics, that you should
employ. It starts with how to pace yourself.
To avoid the hazards in rushing the job, keep
in mind that it can take five to 10 minutes to dig
a hole for a root system in a 3-gallon container
and 20 to 30 minutes to dig a hole for a tree in
a 15-gallon container when soil conditions are
good—longer when they are not so good.
“Work at your own safe pace,” advises
Andy Smart, landscape manager at The Plant
Kingdom in Louisville and a Shelby Energy
Cooperative consumer-member. Be prepared

in case the task takes longer than expected.
Working smarter and paying attention
to your body is worth the extra time. Len
Coughlin, staff physical therapist for Baptist
Health in Louisville, advises, “Plan ahead and
take breaks as needed to give your muscles
time to recover.” Don’t forget to drink plenty of
water. Even in cool weather, adequate hydration will help combat potential sore muscles.
Prepare for the tree or shrub planting
task as you would any other physical
training or sport: make sure you have
the proper equipment and stretch before
you begin. Great tools make gardening easier, so it is important to invest in
tools that are durable and are appropriate for the task. Basic tools are a nursery
spade, a tool file, a hard rake and pruners. You also may also want a shovel, leaf
rake, pruning saw and good pair of gloves.
Coughlin adds sturdy shoes to the list.
“People should avoid sandals, flip-flops or
open-back shoes while working in their yard
or garden to protect their feet and ankles from
injury and reduce the risk of falls,” he says.
“Preventing falls when working on wet or
uneven surfaces is important.” Closed-toe
shoes are especially important when using
sharp tools like a nursery spade.

n Below left, Brandon Hubbard takes an important
hydration break. In heat and cold, drinking water is
important during physically demanding tasks.

n Below, Andy Smart kneels closer to the planting
hole to reduce potential strain on his back as he
removes the sod in preparation for digging.

BASIC GARDENING TOOLS

SERGEYVASUTIN

Dig it safely
With the appropriate sharp tools at hand, dig
the hole. It’s one of the most important steps
in the planting process, and integral to the
establishment and long-range health of the
tree or shrub. Don’t breeze through it; take
your time and do it right.
The hole should be dug two to three times
wider than the root ball or root system of the
tree or shrub. Spending energy to dig wider is
good, but don’t waste your time and energy
digging any deeper than is necessary. The
depth of the hole should be no deeper than the
height of the root ball or root system. Planting
a tree or shrub where the root ball sits higher
or lower than the soil line is never appropriate.
The nursery spade is meant to cut through
the soil and is designed to be sharpened to
make this process faster and easier on your
body. Its short handle helps keep your arms
close to the body, reducing stress. If more
power is needed to dig, lower your center of
gravity and kneel down to get closer to the

PRUNING
SHEARS
STEEL
FILE

GLOVES

TROWEL

NURSERY
SPADE

PRUNING
SAW

NEVER SEAL
YOUR WOOD OR
CONCRETE AGAIN

PERMANENT ONE-TIME SOLUTION
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25%
OFF
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BEFORE
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• We clean, restore & permanently preserve your product.
• Prevents wood from rotting, decaying and further
damage from moisture.
• Repels mold, mildew & fungus growth.
• Prevents concrete from pitting, flaking, dusting and scaling.
• Prevents salt & alkali damage.
• Backed by technology.

Free Estimates

844.481.6862
PermaSealUSA.com
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hole. This will make it easier to dig and
keep your back in a neutral position.
A shovel is designed for excavating
loose soil from the hole. If you encounter large roots along the way, use pruners or a pruning saw to remove them.
Remove any large rocks, but small or
gravelly rocks are not a problem.

Move it safely
After the planting hole, the second important
factor is care of the tree or shrub during the
planting process. This includes getting plants,
which are often heavy and awkward to carry,
to the area where they will be planted. You
not only want to prevent injuring yourself,
but to prevent injury to the root ball, trunk or
branches of the new tree or shrub.
When lifting or moving heavy trees and
shrubs, Coughlin advises to “pivot with our feet
instead of twisting our back to reduce rotational
strain on the spine.” And while lifting, “keep
objects close to the body,” he says, “and stand
up straight to reduce the force on the back.”
Accidental plant damage, particularly to
the trunk, can be devastating and prevent
the tree or shrub from successfully establishing itself. Be careful when removing the
nursery container prior
to planting. Do not pull or
yank the tree or shrub out
of the container, which
could damage it or hurt
you. If it won’t slide

n Jade Glore effortlessly moves a heavy tree to the
planting site using a tree dolly. The tree dolly makes
it easier to move heavy items, especially bottomheavy items, without causing unnecessary strain
to your back and also reducing the risk of injury or
damage to the tree in transportation.

When’s the last time
you thought,
“This would make
a great place to get
stuck in traffic”?
easily out of the container, then
cut away the plastic container with sharp
scissors or pruners.

Once the hole is dug and the plant has
been removed from its container, the
planting process begins in earnest.
Unwind any circling roots using your
hands or, when necessary, cut the roots
using pruning shears. Spread out the
roots in all directions. You may have
to get a little rough on the root ball to
accomplish this, but don’t skip this step
that is critical to the plant’s health.
Carefully and safely—this includes
asking for help if you need it—lift and

n Above, unwinding or cutting circling roots
from the root ball prior to planting can seem
daunting, but is necessary for tree health.

n Below, John Forcht begins backfilling the
planting hole while Brandon Hubbard ensures
that the tree remains straight.

Your first time won’t be your last time.
It’s the endless freedom of a backcountry road that gives our town a certain something
that other places can’t quite capture. To leave your cares in the dust, go on a countryside cruise toward Maker’s Mark and Limestone Branch distilleries. Start planning at
visitlebanonky.com.
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around the root ball with a nursery spade or
the toe of your shoe or boot (another reason
why closed-toe shoes are important) to
remove gaps or air pockets in the soil. Do not
pack the soil too tightly, as this will inhibit the
new roots’ ability to grow through the soil.

Mulch and water

n Above, a root ball is correctly
placed with its root system level
with the existing soil line.

n Below, Jade Glore fluffs pine
straw mulch, which will settle
or mat down after a rain shower
or two.
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place the plant into the planting hole, checking to make sure the root ball is at the correct
height before backfilling. The piled-up soil that
came out of the hole is exactly what you will
put back into the hole to complete the planting.
Make sure the plant is upright and straight
before backfilling to avoid digging it back out
to re-straighten. Never wrench a tree or shrub
around in the hole to straighten it, which can
damage the plant and potentially injure you.
Do not add any different soil, soil amendments, fertilizer or other material to the backfill.
This not only saves you a step but ensures that
the root system grows and establishes quickly.
Fill the hole evenly, surrounding the root
ball with soil as you go. Gently firm up the soil

KENTUCKY LIVING • MARCH 2019

Check to be sure the newly planted tree or
shrub is still straight, then apply mulch to
the planting area. Organic mulches, such
as hardwood, pine bark and pine straw, are
excellent options, purchased in bags or bulk.
Bags are easier to manage and carry, but be
careful when lifting heavy bags. Coughlin’s
advice about how to lift heavy trees and
shrubs applies here as well.
A 2-inch layer of mulch is ideal—4 inches
or more not only wastes money but will have
a negative effect on the new planting. The
mulch should cover the planting area evenly
to prevent weed growth and help the soil
retain moisture. Don’t pile up mulch around
the trunk or base of a tree or shrub.
Watering after planting is important for
hydration and, more importantly, to settle
the soil around the root system. Some gardeners prefer to water at intervals throughout the planting process; my preference is
to water at the end so the site stays cleaner,
reducing the slip hazard from mud.
Watering during the first year is critical.
Most plants that don’t survive beyond the
first year are either watered too much or too
little. Research the needed amount of water
for your specific plant.
Clean up the work site and pick up all
the tools. Cleaning and storing them away
ensures a safe
landscape
space and cuts
down on frustration and lost time
the next time you are looking for
a tool.
Finally, there
is nothing wrong
if you’re a little
sore after all this.
Planting can be like
a really good workout at the gym, only
better. KL

Outdoor chores
TOMASZ ZAJDA

ELECTRICAL HAZARDS
CAN OCCUR OUTSIDE

T

he sun is shining, and we’re
getting ready to see flowers
bloom. What better way to
transition from winter to
spring than by spending some time
outdoors? The folks at your electric
cooperative remind you electrical
hazards are not only present indoors;
they can also occur outside.
“It’s easy to forget the dangers
we can face outdoors when we’ve
spent the last six months predominantly inside,” says Clarence Greene,
director of safety and loss prevention
for Kentucky Electric Cooperatives.
“Many outdoor activities can put
us in harm’s way, and we want to
ensure residents are thinking outside
the home as well when it comes to
electrical safety.”
When working outside, take a
moment to look around you. Look up
and down when you begin your next
outdoor do-it-yourself project. When
you look up, you may see power lines
close to the spot you’re working on.
Always keep yourself and equipment at least 15 feet away; electricity
can jump to nearby objects, like your
ladder, shovel or hose. When looking down, you may not see anything,
but there could be dangers lurking
underground. That’s why it’s always

important to call 8-1-1 before you dig.
A trained professional will locate and
mark underground utilities, helping
you avoid any electrical dangers.
When starting a project that
requires power tools, always ensure
your outdoor outlets are up to standards. Make sure you have ground
fault circuit interrupters (GFCIs)
installed, which automatically cut
power when a plugged item comes
in contact with water. Do not use
an extension cord unless it is labeled
“for outdoor use.”
Operating power tools outdoors
comes with a few guidelines that
should be followed during and after
use. These guidelines include:
n Inspect the tool before and after
each use.
n Replace or repair worn or defective
equipment immediately.
n Keep the tool and the area you’re
working on clean to avoid fire
hazards, and always store tools in
a dry place.
n Never use electric tools or mowers
in wet areas.
“We encourage those working outdoors to educate themselves
on their tools and to be aware of
their surroundings at all times,”
Greene says. “Looking up, down

and around is a great habit to start
when keeping up with yardwork
this summer.”
Electricity is a powerful tool, but it
can also be lethal. Share these tips with
your friends and family, and remind
them that electrical safety isn’t just
inside the home but outside, too.

SAFETY TIPS

Power up safely with
extension cords
When outdoors, use only those
extension cords rated for outdoor use.
They are designed to resist outdoor
wear and conditions.

Don’t string multiple extension cords
together. Not only is it unsafe, but it will
also reduce their power capacity and
your electronic tools or gadgets won’t
work properly.

Plug your grounded outdoor extension
cord into a ground fault circuit
interrupter-protected (GFCI) electrical
outlet to avoid shock or electrocution.

ROLL
UP
YOUR SLEEVES
Pick a project and get started beautifying your corner of the Bluegrass

I

t’s the neighborhood playground
that has seen better days, a roadside where fast food containers
outnumber the wildflowers or a
once-handsome park entrance now
unkempt and overgrown.
No matter where you live, you
can probably think of an area near
your home that could benefit from
some extra attention. Beautify
the Bluegrass, an initiative of
Governor Matt Bevin and Kentucky
Electric Cooperatives, recognizes

Spring
into action
Proud of your community
beautification project?
Show us and be recognized
by Kentucky Living and
Governor Matt Bevin.

Get information on
KentuckyLiving.com/Beautify
Plan your project now
Deadline to enter June 28
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Kentuckians who not only identify
those areas, but also roll up their
sleeves to improve them.
“Whether a project is already
underway, or you’re inspired by
Beautify the Bluegrass to start one,
let us know how you’re improving your community,” says Anita
Richter, editor of Kentucky Living
magazine, which is coordinating the
campaign for a second year. A participant checklist and entry form can
be found at KentuckyLiving.com/

West Kentucky RECC's beautification of
the entrance to Kenlake State Resort Park.
Photo: Georgann Lookofsky

Beautify. Entries are due by June 28.
Winners in three categories
will be announced on August 22 at
Kentucky Living’s Best in Kentucky
awards at the Kentucky State Fair.
The winner of the Governor’s Award
receives a barbecue meal for up to
200 people with Bevin and Lt. Gov.
Jenean Hampton.
“Our goal is for Kentuckians to
identify a project in their community that they can be involved in
repairing, enhancing or beautifying,” says Bevin. “Gather together
a group of one, two, three, five,
fifty, or a hundred people—however
many you need to improve a specific area. From updating landscapes
to painting murals, there is so much
we can do to beautify our communities. Let’s work together to make
the Commonwealth shine.”
“The co-op mission is to improve
the quality of life in Kentucky,” says
Chris Perry, president and CEO of
Kentucky Electric Cooperatives. “If
you love Kentucky like we do, we
hope you consider picking up a shovel
or maybe just picking up some trash
and be a part of this great effort.” KL

KENTUCKY CULTURE
Hit the trail (town)
Recreational areas keep visitors coming back for more

H

appy trails to you. Happy
scenic, rugged, diverse trails,
rich with outdoor adventure
and all with the credentials to
back up their claims to good times—
fishing, hunting, hiking, cycling,
horseback riding, paddling and more.
Trail Towns are a big deal in
Kentucky. Nearly 20 communities have been certified as such and
another 30 or so are applying for the
coveted designation.
“The criteria for application to
begin the program is pretty flexible,”

Horseback riders hit the trails in
Pennyrile Forest State Resort Park.
Photo: Kentucky Department of Parks

LONDON
DAWSON
SPRINGS

BY KATHY WITT

WORTH THE TRIP
says Seth Wheat at the Kentucky
Department of Tourism. “Towns
located adjacent to a significant recreational site (such as a national park,
state park, national forest, popular
river) must have enough recreational
activity to keep a user in the area for
at least one overnight.”
Trail Town hopefuls must check
required boxes, including making
a connection to the recreation area

CAVE
CITY

trail system; completing a tourism
assessment of their town; and creating a plan of action to address issues
uncovered in the assessment.
Meet a few of Kentucky’s Trail
Towns:

Dawson Springs
Kentucky’s first Trail Town, certified in 2014, was Dawson Springs in
Hopkins County, near the Kenergy
Corp. and Pennyrile Electric service areas. Just a few miles from
the 14,000 lush and rolling acres of

KENTUCKY’S TRAIL TOWNS
Get an overview of Kentucky’s current Trail Towns at
www.kentuckytourism.com/ky-outdoors/trail-towns. There
are nearly 20 such towns, with several additional Kentucky
communities working hard to become certified.
Berea
Visit Berea; (800) 598-5263;
www.visitberea.com

Cave City/Horse Cave
(270) 773-8833; www.cavecity.com and
Horse Cave: (270) 218-0386;
www.kygetaway.com

Columbia
Columbia-Adair County Tourism
Commission; (888) 837-8012;
www.tourismcolumbiaky.com

Cumberland, Benham and Lynch
Cumberland Tourist & Convention
Commission; (606) 589-5812;
www.harlancountytrails.com

Dawson Springs
City of Dawson Springs; (270) 797-4248;
www.dawsonspringsky.com

Elkhorn City (Santa Train–from
Shelby to Elkhorn City)
(606) 432-5063; www.elkhorncity.org

Jamestown
Visit Jamestown; (270) 343-4594;
www.visitjamestownky.com

Livingston
Livingston Tourism; (606) 453-2710;
www.livingstonky.com

London

Manchester
Clay County City Hall; (606) 598-3456;
www.claycountykentucky.org

McKee
Jackson County Tourism; (606) 287-4714;
www.visitjacksoncountyky.org

Morehead
Morehead Visitor Center; (606) 780-4342;
www.moreheadtourism.com

Munfordville
Visit Munfordville; (270) 524-4752;
www.visitmunfordville.com

Olive Hill
Carter County Tourism Commission;
(606) 474-5366; www.facebook.com/
cartercountytourism

Royalton Trail Town
(859) 608-1557; www.royaltontrailtown.org

Russell Fork
Elkhorn City; (606) 754-5080;
www.elkhorncity.org

Slade
Powell County Tourism Commission; (606)
663-1161; www.facebook.com/powellcounty

Stearns
McCreary County Tourism Commission;
(606) 376-3008; www.mccrearytourism.com

London-Laurel County Tourist Commission;
(606) 878-6900; www.laurelkytourism.com

TINY TRAIL TOWN, TINY HOUSES
Kentucky’s smallest Trail Town is Royalton, an unincorporated community in
Magoffin County, in the Licking Valley RECC service area. The Dawkins Line
Rail Trail, the state’s longest Rails to Trails project, cuts right through town.
“Since becoming certified, the town has started renting bicycles, a Dollar
General opened and tiny houses are being constructed to rent as Airbnbs,” says
Kentucky Department of Tourism’s Seth Wheat. Wheat notes this Trail Town also
hosts annual trail rides and is in the process of developing a campground with
federal grant money.
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Pennyrile Forest, Lake Beshear and
Pennyrile Forest State Resort Park,
Dawson Springs is an outdoor lover’s
paradise, with horseback riding,
hiking and canoeing/kayaking the
Tradewater River topping a list of
recreational fun that also includes
fishing, hunting and biking.
Making Dawson Springs even
more alluring are enhancements
made in the past five years, like horse
trailer campsites at Pennyrile Forest,
along with a handicap-accessible
mounting ramp for horseback riding,
an outdoor pavilion with restrooms
and parking and a direct trail from
the trailhead to the campsites.
Additionally, primitive campsites with picnic tables and firepits
have been built near Dawson Springs’
Blue-Way Trails (navigable water
trails) and RV campsites with water
and electricity have cropped up in
Historic Riverside Park, which was
built in 1914 as a spring training park
for the Pittsburgh Pirates. The park
has the distinction of being home to
the only ballpark of its kind—constructed completely of wood—in
western Kentucky.

PHOTO BY MARK NALLY

March
March 1 –April
March 1-31
March 10
March 15-17
Mar. 23

Local cyclist Eddie Bruner cycles all over
the world but praises Horse Cave’s local
scenic rural roads as some of the best he’s
ever traveled. Photo: Eddie Bruner

April
April 1-5
April 11-14
19 -20
April 19-21
April 26
April 27-28
April 28 -29

30 Spring ARTportunity
2 Chicks Exhibit
Brazilian Jazz in the Bluegrass, Mid-Kentucky Arts
James Bond III Film Festival: TV and Media Edition
Rotary Pancake Breakfast - Mordecaiʼs
Spring Break (Movies at Opera House)
CKT “Mamma Mia”
HWY 55 Yard Sale
Springfield Green Festival
“Celebrate the Sacred Song”, Mid-KY Chorus
Elizabeth Madox Roberts Conference

124 W Main Street • Springfield, KY 40069 • 859-336-5412 x1 • visitspringfieldky@gmail.com • visitspringfieldky.com

Cave City/Horse Cave
One of Kentucky’s newest certified Trail
Towns is actually a combination of two
communities in two counties: Cave City
in Barren County and Horse Cave in
Hart County, in the Farmers RECC service area.
“You can stand with one foot in Cave
City and one in Horse Cave,” says Sandra
T. Wilson, executive director at Horse
Cave/Hart County Tourism. “Both counties (along with Edmonson County) are
part of Mammoth Cave National Park,
where public tours have been taking
place for more than 200 years—making
us the state’s oldest tourist area.”
Above ground, the top trail activity is road cycling. In fact, the recently
approved U.S. Bike Route 23, connecting Kentucky’s Cave Region from U.S.
Bike Route 76 to the Tennessee border,
helped push Kentucky into the top
five states with the most miles on the
U.S. Bicycle Route System, according to Adventure Cycling Association.
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Additionally, the new trail town is
on the Mammoth Cave Loop of the
TransAmerica Bicycle Trail, connecting trails with Mammoth Cave
National Park and Green River water
trails, part of the National Water
Trails System.
Below ground, there are trails
at Mammoth Cave National Park,
Hidden River Cave and Mammoth
Onyx Cave in Horse Cave; and at Onyx

Cave, Crystal Onyx Cave and Jesse
James Cave in Cave City. Additionally,
equestrian trails liven up Kentucky
Action Park in Cave City and walking
trails meander through both towns.

“We are blessed with various outdoor adventure experiences here as
well, including zip lining, rappelling,
an adventure zoo and canoe/kayak
experiences,” says Wilson.

Hang ’Em High Horse Camp offers trail
riding in the Daniel Boone National Forest. A
must-see location is known as “Hole in the
Wall,” named after a cowboy gang from the
movie, Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid.
Photo: London-Laurel Tourist Commission

London

LONDON TRAIL TOWN IS READY FOR ITS CLOSE-UP
Known as the Cycling Capital of Kentucky and host of the annual Redbud Ride,
which attracts over 1,000 riders from more than a dozen states, London also is
famous for its scenic and rugged horse trails. This Trail Town will be featured on
the June 21 episode of Best of America by Horseback, (“America’s Premier Equine
Travel and Trail Riding television show”). The show airs on Tuesdays and Thursdays
on RFD-TV and Monday through Friday on The Cowboy Channel. See the schedule
at www.bestofamericabyhorseback.com.

London’s trail town assets are practically legendary. Known as the
Cycling Capital of Kentucky, London
and surrounding Laurel County, some
of which is served by Jackson Energy,
offer road and mountain cyclists
a collection of cycling routes with
challenges and scenery that put it in a
class with the finest in the country.
Also nearby are the familyfriendly Wildcat Adventures Off-Road
Park, with over 100 miles of trails;
Laurel River Lake in Daniel Boone
National Forest, offering a variety
of water activities, including scuba
diving in one of Kentucky’s deepest
and cleanest lakes; and the Sheltowee
Trace Recreational Trail.
Says Kelly Burton, co-director for
London-Laurel Tourism Commission:
“Hikers and mountain biking enthusiasts follow varied terrain as they
twist around the lake’s shore interspersed with epic views.”
In Daniel Boone National Forest,
Hang ’Em High Horse Camp adds
even more miles of trails—enough for
several days of riding. An expanded
campground now provides 20 electric
and water hook-up camp sites as well
as primitive camping with bathrooms
and shower houses, and 53 barn stalls
with unlimited sawdust for horses
and mules.
“We have opportunities for
adventures for all platforms, including hiking, biking, equestrians,
motorcycles, off-road vehicles and
waterways,” says Burton. KL
KATHY WITT is an award-winning travel and

lifestyle writer based in northern Kentucky
and the author of Secret Cincinnati and The
Secret of the Belles. Contact Kathy at www.
KathyWitt.com.
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SPECIALS
ARE SPRINGING UP!

*Assumes a purchase of at least 4 of our 500 series windows, professional installation included. New purchases only. Discount is applied off of our standard pricing at time of
sale. Not valid with any other advertised or unadvertised discounts or promotions, limit of one discount per purchase contract within any 10-day period. Offer expires 3/31/2019.

EVENT
CALENDAR
u
CULTURAL CELEBRATION Dozens of cultures and

countries will be on display at the Hopkinsville International
Festival on March 22-23 at the new Hopkinsville Sportsplex.
Get your global passport stamped at various tents
celebrating their country’s heritage with live music, dance,
food samples and history. Visit the language lab, World
Peace Wall and multilingual story tent. Free admission; food
and merchandise available for purchase. Hours: 4-10 p.m.
Friday, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Saturday. For more info, call (270) 8874290 or Facebook: Hopkinsville International Festival.
t
WILD EVENING Support the Liberty Nature Center’s work

in rehabilitating raptors and other wildlife by attending its
annual auction and dinner March 23 at Somerset’s Center for
Rural Development. Doors open 5 p.m., dinner at 6 p.m. and
live auction at 7 p.m. Entertainment includes photo ops with a
rescued owl, silent auction, live music and other fun activities.
Cost: $20 single, $30 couple. All proceeds benefit the Liberty
Nature Center. For details, call (606) 679-9453 or go online to
www.libertynaturecenter.org.

u
QUILTERS DAY March is National Quilting Month and the

Ferguson Community Center in Burlington hosts Quilters Day
Out March 16 from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. The free event includes quilt
displays, vendors, book sales, demonstrations and lectures
throughout the day, and silent auction. Featured quilter: Joanne
Rigsbee. For more information, call (859) 750-4013.

t
SPRING CRAFTS Kick off the season with Greenbo Lake State

SUWATWONGKHAM

Resort Park’s Spring Fling Vendor Market and Craft Fair. The
March 23 event is from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. at the park’s Jesse Stuart
Lodge. Admission is free. Check out gift ideas, baked goods,
door prizes and raffles, plus handmade décor, fashion and
jewelry in addition to name-brand product lines. For details, call
(606) 473-7324 or Facebook: Greenbo Lake State Resort Park.
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BLUEGRASS
NORTH KY

NORTH
CENTRAL

BLUE
GRASS
EASTERN

WESTERN
SOUTH CENTRAL

FRI MAR 1 Blue Grass Trust Antiques and
Garden Show, thru 3rd, (859) 253-0362,
Kentucky Horse Park, Lexington

FRI MAR 1 KC and The Sunshine Band,
(859) 622-7469, Eastern Kentucky University
Center for the Arts, Richmond

SAT MAR 2 PBR: Professional Bull Riders,

SUN MAR 3 Travis Tritt, (859) 233-4567,

SUN MAR 17 Ireland’s We Banjo 3, (859)

Lexington Opera House

236-4692, Norton Center for the Arts,
Danville

SUN MAR 3 An Evening with Amy Grant,
(859) 236-4692, Norton Center for the
Arts, Danville

THU MAR 7 The Perrys Gospel Concert,
(502) 598-3127, Sand Springs Baptist
Church, Lawrenceburg

THU MAR 7 The Miracle Worker, thru
10th, 14-17, 21-24, (859) 257-4929, Carriage
House Theatre, Lexington

(859) 233-3535, Rupp Arena, Lexington

SAT MAR 9 Wilderness Trail Distillery

SUN MAR 3 Cinderella, (859) 622-7469,

Low Country Boil, (859) 402-8707,
Wilderness Trail Distillery, Danville

Eastern Kentucky University Center for the
Arts, Richmond

THU MAR 21 Lexington Comic & Toy
Convention, thru 24th, (859) 233-3535,
Rupp Arena, Lexington

FRI MAR 22 Something Rotten!, thru
24th, (859) 233-4567, Lexington Opera
House
SAT MAR 22 Lexington Rock, Gem &
Jewelry Show 2019, thru 24th, (859) 2772469, Clarion Hotel

SUN MAR 31 Chicago Live in Concert,
(859) 622-7469, Eastern Kentucky
University Center for the Arts, Richmond

SAT MAR 16 The Kentucky Crafted
Market, thru 17th, (502) 564-3757, Kentucky
Horse Park Alltech Arena, Lexington

NORTH KY

NORTH CENTRAL
SAT MAR 9 Kentucky Swap Meet, thru
10th, (502) 367-5000, Kentucky Fair &
Exposition Center, Louisville

SAT MAR 9 The John Mellencamp Show,
FRI MAR 1 25th Annual Meade County

SUN MAR 10 Brazilian Jazz in the

(859) 336-5412 x1, Mordecai’s, Springfield

FRI MAR 1 Home, Garden & Remodeling

SAT MAR 16 Irish Classic 10K, (502) 429-

NORTHERN

Show, thru 3rd, (502) 367-5000, Kentucky
Fair & Exposition Center, Louisville

7270, E.P. “Tom” Sawyer State Park, Louisville

FRI MAR 1 Oliver!, thru 3rd, 7-9th, 14-

Live, (502) 690-9000, KFC Yum! Center,
Louisville

April 30th, (859) 336-5412 x1, Springfield

SAT MAR 16 Hot Wheels Monster Trucks

SAT MAR 23 Triple Crown of Running—
Papa John’s 10 Miler, Louisville
KY
SAT MAR 23 NORTH
KANSAS:
Point of Know

Return, (502) 583-4555,
The Louisville Palace
BLUE
GRASS
NORTH
CENTRAL

SOUTH CENTRAL

EASTERN

WESTERN
SOUTH CENTRAL

MON MAR 11 In The Mood: A Big Band
Musical, (606) 677-6000, The Center for
Rural Development, Somerset

TUE MAR 12 Something Rotten!, (270)
904-1880, SKyPAC, Bowling Green

SAT MAR 2 Popovich Comedy Pet
Theater, (270) 904-1880 , SKyPAC, Bowling

SOUTH
CENTRAL (270) 699-2787,
Series: Eddie
Miles,
Kentucky Classic Arts at Centre Square,
Lebanon

SAT MAR 23 Rotary Pancake Breakfast,

Bluegrass, (859) 336-5412 x1, MidKentucky Arts, Springfield

FRI MAR 1 Spring ARTportunity, thru

BLUE
GRASS

(502) 583-4555, The Louisville Palace
Farm Toy Show & Sale, thru 3rd, (270) 547
6443, Brandenburg

17th, (270) 699-2787, Kentucky Classic Arts
at Centre Square, Lebanon

NORTH

CENTRAL
EASTERN
SAT WESTERN
MAR 23
Music Legends
Concert

FRI MAR 15 St. Patrick’s Day Concert,

FRI MAR 1 Rockin’ Dollar Fridays, 8th,
15th, 22nd, 29th, (859) 371-0200, Turfway
Park, Florence
TUE MAR 5 Mardi Gras for Homeless
Children, (859) 291-6572, Northern
Kentucky Convention Center, Covington

FRI MAR 8 Dr. Dog Psychedelic Rock,
(859) 491-2444, Madison Theatre, Covington

CALL BEFORE YOU GO

Because events change, always call to verify.

Green

(270) 843-5567, Chaney’s Dairy Barn,
Bowling Green

TUE MAR 5 Vienna Boys Choir, (270)

SAT MAR 16 The Gaither Vocal Band

SUBMIT ALL EVENTS ONLINE AT
KENTUCKYLIVING.COM
For FREE print listing consideration of Kentucky
events, submit two months in advance:

(270) 846-2426, SKyPAC, Bowling Green

By April 1 for the June issue

THU MAR 28 Kiddy Kats Consignment,

TO ADVERTISE YOUR EVENT IN PRINT
OR ONLINE, CALL (800) 595-4846

904-1880, SKyPAC, Bowling Green

SAT MAR 9 No Limits! Monster Trucks,
(270) 745-3976, L.D. Brown Ag Expo
Center, Bowling Green

thru 30th (606) 677-6000 Center for
Rural Development, Somerset
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NORTH
CENTRAL

BLUE
GRASS
EASTERN

WESTERN

KENTUCKY CULTURE | EVENT CALENDAR

WESTERN

SOUTH CENTRAL

SAT MAR 16 Shamrock Bash, (270) 687-

FRI MAR 22 Hopkinsville International

8800, The Owensboro Convention Center

Festival, thru 23rd, (270) 887-4290,
Hopkinsville Sportsplex

SAT MAR 16 Owensboro Dance Theatre
Superhero Showdown, (270) 687-2770,
RiverPark Center

FRI MAR 1 Owensboro Home and Garden

SAT MAR 16 Paducah Symphony

Show, thru 3rd, (270) 688-0353, The
Owensboro Convention Center

Orchestra Pines of Rome, (270) 444-0065,
The Carson Center

SAT MAR 2 Owensboro Symphony

SAT MAR 16 End of Winter Hike, (270)

FRI MAR 22 Edgar Cayce Hometown
Seminar, thru 24th, (270) 887-2300, Pennyrile Forest State Resort Park, Dawson Springs

FRI MAR 22 Zoe Speaks, (270) 8248650, Glema Mahr Center for the Arts,
Madisonville

826-2247, John James Audubon State
Park, Henderson

SAT MAR 30 Christian Way Farm 2019

SAT MAR 9 Carcassonne Square Dance,

SAT MAR 16 Rowan County Regional

(606) 633-9691, Carcassonne Community
Center

Quilt Show “Quilters Day Out,” (606) 3560477, Morehead Conference Center

THU MAR 14 Mary Poppins, thru 16th,
(606) 324-0007, The Paramount Arts
Center, Ashland

SAT MAR 23 Wild Game Feast, (606)

Mountain Arts Center, Prestonsburg

FRI MAR 15 Cumberland Falls Storytelling
Weekend, thru 17th, (606) 528-4121, DuPont
Lodge, Corbin

FRI MAR 29 The Oak Ridge Boys in

FRI MAR 1 Morehead Antique Market,

Orchestra Disney in Concert, (270) 6872770, RiverPark Center
BLUE
NORTH KY

NORTH
CENTRAL

Opening Day, (270) 269-2434, Hopkinsville

GRASS

EASTERN

WESTERN
SOUTH CENTRAL

EASTERN

FRI MAR 1 Josh Martin, (606) 886-2623,

thru 2nd, (606) 780-9694

663-2214, Natural Bridge State Resort Park,
Slade
Concert, (606) 886-2623, Mountain Arts
Center, Prestonsburg

kentucky horse park alltech arena

saturday: 10 am – 6
sunday: 10 am – 4

PM
PM

w w w. a r t s c o u n c i l . k y. g o v

Print by Elizabeth Foley
Come to the largest gathering of the best Kentucky artists under one roof! Dozens of Kentucky
visual and craft artists, music, food and more. Visit http://bit.ly/Market19 for more information.
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Kentucky

EATS

Fun Flamingo Row
“Eat and drink with an island twist”
ANITA TRAVIS RICHTER

KATHY GUYETTE

Escape to the “beach” at Flamingo Row in Paducah to
“Taste. Feel. Caribbean Soul.”
Fillymingo, Flamwiches, Hullaboola Burgers and
more rack up 80 tantalizing island-themed dishes.
The clever menu names are the work of its creative
owner, Kathy Guyette, who says she just wants “to
bring a little cheer to your day, from the hand-painted
salt and pepper shakers to the 600 colorful boards
covering the walls. Eating out should be fun.”
Guyette says she “fell into the restaurant business”
in 1996 after opening a Flamingo Row counter-service
three days a week serving sandwiches and her signature stuffed Fillymingo breads, which she originally
gifted to her printing business clients. She soon quit
her full-time job, expanding and moving twice before
opening the current 6,000-square-foot location in
December 2005. Served by Jackson Purchase Energy, it
seats 260 customers served by a staff of 62.
“We don’t really have a chef, everyone trains to
do everything,” says Guyette. “I come up with the
recipe, and we make it together as a team. I have a
really good kitchen team who makes it happen.”
Flamingo Row, 2640 Perkins Creek Drive, serves
lunch and dinner seven days a week. Read fun facts and
see more photos at KentuckyLiving.com.

Flamingo Row Amazon Loaf (Banana Jerk Meatloaf) Serves 10-12

Banana Filling
2 bananas
2 C bread crumbs

Strawberry Salsa Topping
2 C salsa
2 C strawberry jam
1
⁄8 tsp chipotle powder

Preheat oven to 350°. In large bowl,
mix first 6 ingredients; divide mixture in
half. Mash half the mixture into 9x11-inch
baking pan.
For Banana Filling, in food processor,
mix bananas and bread crumbs to make
a paste. Spread filling on top of ground
chuck in pan; sprinkle on 1 cup bacon.
Place remainder of meat mixture on top
and mash down. Bake for 1 hour.
For Strawberry Salsa Topping, mix
ingredients. Top meatloaf with remaining bacon and strawberry salsa. Bake
15 minutes. Rest meat for 10 minutes
before cutting.

UY
ET
TE

3 lbs ground chuck
3 Tbsp jerk seasoning
3 oz hot sauce
3 bananas, chopped
3
⁄4 C bread crumbs
4 eggs, beaten
2 C applewood bacon, cooked and
chopped (divided)

Y
TH
KA

G
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CHEF’S
CHOICE
Kneading bread
Firefighter, entrepreneur cooks
to relax in his downtime
SARAH FRITSCHNER

PATRICK O’DOWD/ACE WEEKLY

pretty decent cook.” But he was surprised
when his colleagues in the Lexington Fire
Department wanted him to stay with the
truck at a fire scene. “They’d say, ‘Hey
Ralph, if we have a fire, you stay by the
truck; we don’t want the cook hurt.’”
A Lexington native, Quillin moved to
a cattle farm that straddles Bourbon and
Harrison counties when he married in the
early ‘70s. In those
days, his firefighter
shift gave him 48
hours off after
working 24. “You
can get into a lot
of trouble in 48
hours,” says Quillin,
who opened Quillin
Leather and Tack
in Paris in 1982 with little experience in
leather work.
Inspired by his home-brewing hobby,
Quillin purchased and renovated an
1880s Paris storefront and turned it into
Rooster Brewing, where food trucks feed
the patrons. Food truck owners suggested to Ralph that they collaborate on
a restaurant. In 2018, they opened Oscar
Diggs in Lexington.
“Hey, we could do this!” is Quillin’s
ready response to many ideas. But when
he needs a few minutes of downtime, he
makes bread. Then he can say, “for 10
minutes don’t anybody bother me; I’m
kneading bread.”

JOHN ROTT

RALPH QUILLIN, shown, admits he’s “a

Ralph’s White Bread
1 1⁄2 tsp active dry yeast
1
⁄2 C sugar + 1 Tbsp sugar
1 1⁄2 C warm milk
1 Tbsp salt
1
⁄4 C unsalted butter, melted
1 egg
4 to 5 C bread flour
In small bowl, combine yeast with 1⁄4 cup
warm water and 1 tablespoon sugar. Stir
to dissolve yeast and set aside. After 15
minutes or so, a foam should form on top.
Place milk, salt, butter, egg, remaining
sugar and flour in the bowl of a stand
mixer. Add yeast and blend until the
dough forms a ball and pulls away from
the sides of the bowl—the dough will be
slightly sticky at this point. (Dough can
also be mixed by hand.)
Put dough on floured surface and knead
for 6 to 8 minutes, adding flour as
needed. Dough should be smooth.
Oil large bowl and add dough, turning it to
cover dough surface with oil.
Cover with a cloth towel and allow to rise
in a warm place until double in size, about
an hour.
Place on floured surface and knead.
Divide the dough into thirds. Knead
one slightly, then pat to a 1-inch thick
rectangle (roughly). Roll up and place in
a lightly greased bread pan, seam side
down. Repeat. Cover and allow to rise 45
to 60 minutes.

Heat oven to 350º. Bake bread 20 to 30
minutes. Remove bread to cool on rack.
Makes 3 loaves.

SIZZLING
SPROUTS
Balsamic Brussels Sprouts
Recipe by Sarah Fritschner
1 lb Brussels sprouts
2 Tbsp olive oil
1
⁄2 tsp salt
1
⁄4 tsp pepper
1
⁄2 C (inexpensive) balsamic
vinegar
Heat oven to 400º. Trim and discard
the ends from sprouts. Halve
sprouts if they are large and place
them and any leaves on a wide,
shallow sheet pan. Drizzle with oil,
salt and pepper. Roast 10 minutes
and stir, then repeat. Sprouts should
be very brown.
Put vinegar in a small sauce pan,
bring to a boil, reduce heat and
simmer until the vinegar measures
1
⁄4 cup. Stir into sprouts and serve.
Serves 4.

SARAH FRITSCHNER, founder of Grow

Kentucky, works to increase farm-to-table
sales throughout the state.

Go to KentuckyLiving.com and click on “Cook” for more recipes and cooking tips.
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GREAT OUTDOORS

Antlers in the rough
Shed hunting is in peak season this time of year
DAVE SHUFFETT

A

nother deer season passed,
and you didn’t get that big,
12-point buck you’ve seen in
your dreams. But all is not lost.
Nice deer antlers can be found just
laying on the forest floor or in the
middle of a field, especially February
through March.
With a little knowledge you can
find some for yourself, and when you
become really good at it, you’ll have
enough to create uniquely beautiful
antler displays. I’ve seen everything
from antler knife handles, to antler
toilet paper holders to antler table
lamps and stunning antler chandeliers worth thousands of dollars.
Look online for more ideas.
This popular late winter/early
spring pastime is known as “shed
hunting.” Each year whitetail bucks
shed their antlers by rubbing them
against rocks or trees or by simply
shaking their heads.
Within days they begin to grow
new ones, which will remain on
the deer through the rut (breeding
season), which peaks in November.
With each passing season healthy
bucks will grow even larger ones
than the year before, using them to

INSIDER
TIPS
No license is required to collect
antlers. Consider carrying binoculars to aid in spotting antlers. Don’t
trespass; get permission to be on
the property you’re searching.

attract females and fight off
competing bucks.
Young males begin their
antler growth as “button
bucks.” Those little nubs
will grow to eight or nine
points by the time the deer
is around 3 years old. A
male reaches the peak of his
antler growth at about age
5 or 6. These are the bucks
that could have 12 points
or more—in other words,
a huge set of antlers that
is breathtaking to see for
both sportsman and wildlife watcher. Imagine finding a shed antler from one of
those guys.
You won’t have much
luck finding antlers by
blindly walking through
forest and field. You need
to know where to look.
The author’s nephew, Jake Altman, finds a nice antler along an
obvious deer trail. Photo: Dave Shuffett
My nephew, Jake Altman,
a member of Taylor
County Rural Electric Cooperative
weeks. Consider it a real find if you
Corporation, happens to be an avid
discover two together.
shed hunter.
Jake says over the years he’s found
“I’ll look for sheds along deer
dozens of antlers. “I’ll mount them on
trails, bedding areas and places where the wall and also make some things
they feed,” he says. “It’s common
out of them. Also, it’s a fun way to get
sense. You won’t find antlers where
some exercise and get your kids interthere are no deer.”
ested in the great outdoors,” he says.
Jake says he especially likes to
Maybe this year, add shed huntcheck deer trails that run through
ing to your portfolio of fun outdoor
cedar thickets: “They get all tangled
activities. KL
up in there and pull off their antlers.”
Both antlers may come off at the
DAVE SHUFFETT is an outdoorsman, public
same time or the buck may shed only
speaker, television host, writer and author of
one and not the other for days or
My Kentucky Life.
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GARDEN
GURU
Be-witch-ing

ASK THE
GARDENER
Q My peace lily is drooping and sagging
and looks like it’s about ready to die.
Any suggestions? —William Logsdon

Enjoy three seasons of beauty with witch hazel
SHELLY NOLD

A Peace lilies (Spathiphyllum) are great
houseplants. They are low-maintenance
and when grown in adequate conditions,
they provide long-lasting flowers. They
grow as an understory plant, where they
receive filtered light. Peace lilies thrive
in high humidity and well-draining soil
that is rich in nutrients.
As far as the droopy foliage, this
is likely due to lack of moisture. Your
watering routine will depend on the
temperature/humidity of your home
and will change with the seasons, but
every 10-14 days seems reasonable.
Make sure that the soil is not wet before
adding additional moisture. Also make
sure that the excess water is allowed to
freely drain out of the container.
If you water and the foliage does not
perk up there may be an insect issue.
Have you noticed anything on the foliage
or other parts of the plant? Mealybugs,
aphids, mites and scale are all pests of
this plant. If you’d like someone to look at
your plant, you can always take a sample
to your local garden center or to your
county Cooperative Extension Service.

Witch hazel is an intriguing plant from the minute you first see it. You want to know
more. Maybe it is the fact that it blooms in February and March and does not seem
fazed by cold and cloudy winter days. Maybe it’s the beautifully fragrant and unusual
spider-like flowers. Maybe it’s that anything flowering in the winter is a welcome sight.

JELENA

THEY ARE CONSIDERED TO BE A LARGE
SHRUB OR SMALL TREE. On average, they can
grow from 8 to 15 feet tall and most often equally
wide, but not always. Specific cultivars do have
some more concrete size parameters, but each seems
to have a mind of its own when it comes to shape. You
can use some pruning techniques to guide them in the
direction you want, but it is just a guide.

THE FLOWERS ARE ALWAYS WHAT DRAW ME
IN. Walking on a cold winter day and getting a
whiff of what smells like spring is always a joy. The
fragrance can be subtle when plants are young, but
as they grow and develop more and more flowers, it
becomes beautifully obvious. Close-up, the flowers
JELENA FOLIAGE
look like colorful spiders and can be yellow, red or
copper and often combinations of the three. Because the flowers are subtle, plant witch
hazels in a location where you can enjoy them in the winter. The site should have good,
well-drained soil, as well as receive full sun to part shade.
ENJOY THE FLOWERS, BUT ALSO THEIR LEAVES, which have distinct veins and
a wavy margin giving them beautiful texture in the summer. Then, in the fall, you are
rewarded with beautiful yellow, red or purple for an excellent fall color show. Consider
planting a witch hazel in your garden this spring, and you will have three seasons of
intriguing beauty ahead to enjoy.

SHELLY NOLD is a horticulturist and owner of The Plant Kingdom. Send stories and

ideas to her at The Plant Kingdom, 4101 Westport Road, Louisville, KY 40207.
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ANGIE OAKLEY

NAPA74

SHELLY NOLD

WISELY SUPREME

THE WITCH HAZELS (HAMAMELIS X INTERMEDIA) ARE LIKE SCULPTURES or art in the
landscape. They can have unusual shapes. Consider
planting a matching pair and prepare to be disappointed. It’s hard to discern what their ultimate
shape and size may turn out to be at planting. It’s
an endearing quality.

HAVE A GARDENING QUESTION?

Go to www.KentuckyLiving.com, click on
Home & Garden, then “Ask the Gardener.”

SMART MOVES

Colon cancer screening options
Talk to your doctor to see which type is right for you

C

olorectal cancer is one of the
leading causes of cancer death
in Kentucky, but it shouldn’t
be—it is largely a preventable disease, thanks to the variety of
screenings available to the public:

SMART
HEALTH
Colonoscopy The most wellknown screening method, colonoscopies are extremely effective at
detecting colorectal cancer and precancerous lesions. During this test,
doctors will examine the rectum and
entire colon using a colonoscope,
and they can actually remove any
abnormal growths as they find them.
This screening requires a complete
cleansing (“prep”) of the colon using
an oral laxative, and most patients
will be under sedation throughout
the procedure.

CT colonography Also known as a
virtual colonoscopy, this is a CT scan
of the entire colon and rectum. It
requires bowel prep, but patients do
not need sedation. It is less invasive
than a colonoscopy, but is diagnostic only—if polyps are found, patients
will need a traditional colonoscopy to
remove them.
Sigmoidoscopy This is similar to
a colonoscopy, but only looks at part
of the colon. Most patients do not
need sedation, and bowel prep is less
extensive than a colonoscopy (two
enemas only). If there is an abnormal finding, a full colonoscopy is
required.
Fecal occult blood tests (known
as gFOBT or FIT tests) This test looks
for blood in the stool, which can be
a sign of polyps or colorectal cancer.
Patients collect their own stool
samples using a kit and return the
sample to their doctor. Depending
on which type of test you are given,

ROUTINE
SCREENINGS
Recent national recommendations now advise both men and women to
begin colorectal cancer screenings at age 45, though depending on your
race or family history of colorectal cancer or polyps, you may be advised to
begin screenings earlier. If everyone who was eligible had regular screenings,
at least 60 percent of deaths from colorectal cancer could be avoided.
Colorectal cancer often doesn’t cause symptoms, especially in its early
stages—this is why screening is so important. Colorectal cancer detected in
its earlier stages improves survival rates.

INES BAZDAR

DR. AVINASH BHAKTA

there may be dietary restrictions
prior to testing.
Stool DNA test (Cologuard) In
addition to checking for blood in the
stool, this also checks for nine DNA
biomarkers in genes that have been
found in colorectal cancers. Patients
collect their own samples using a kit
and mail it to a laboratory for testing. This test is more accurate than
a gFOBT or FIT test, but is also more
likely to result in a false positive.
All three at-home tests need to be
repeated on a yearly basis, and any
positive findings will require a follow-up colonoscopy.
Not all insurances cover every type
of screening—speak with your doctor
and insurance company to determine
which test works best for you. KL
DR. AVINASH BHAKTA is a colorectal

surgeon at the University of Kentucky
Markey Cancer Center.
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MARKETPLACE
Patriot Metals and Construction LLC
Post Frame Metal Buildings

833-710-5858

QUALITY POLE BARNS
30x40x10 with
$
sliding door and walk door

7,900

lots of other sizes available
270-776-2508 | qualitypolebarns.com | Like us on

KYSTEEL.COM
800-955-2765

- Free Pricing Guide/Catalog ’
- 50 yr Red Iron Truss Warranty
- 40 yr Cladding Paint Warranty
- Premium Building Systems
- All Steel Framing - Super Sized Trims
- Constrution Guide - Owners Manual

Arco Steel Buildings
Arco
Buildings
270.392.0378

1-800-241-8339
1-800-241-8339

Ask about our new Economy Shelter!
BBBA+
A+
BBB
rating for
for
rating
40years!
years!
40

Highest Quality
Highest
Quality
Low
Prices!
Low
Prices!
40 x 60 x 10 • 50 x 75 x 12
40 x 60 x 10 • 50 x 75 x 12
60 xx 100
100 xx 12
12 •• 100
60
100 xx 150
150 xx 20
20
20 x 100 x 8’6” Mini Storage
20 x 100 x 8’6” Mini Storage

All sizes
sizes available!
available!
All

40
40

Years
Years

(Buildings not as shown above) (FOB plant-local codes may affect prices)
(Buildings not as shown above) (FOB plant-local codes may affect prices)

$9,995 - 30x40x10

Custom Steel Buildings

EASTERN
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As an experienced sales professional, I am
passionate about building strong customer
relationships and partnering with each client to
provide solutions to your advertising needs.
Contact me today!
John Witt
Advertising Sales
Consultant
Louisville, Northern and
Eastern Kentucky
859-638-4895
Jwitt3120@gmail.com

KILL LAKE WEEDS
Proven AQUACIDE PELLETS
Marble size pellets. Work at any depth

800-328-9350
Before

STORAGE BUILDINGS
HAY BARNS
HORSE BARNS
GARAGES
DIVISION

• Custom Sizes Available
• Local Codes & Freight
May Affect Price

Ask about our do-it-yourself materials kits.

1-800-882-5150

TO THE NEXT LEVEL!

Painted Enclosed
Built Price (not shown)

Building shown:
$21,100 Built Price
30x60x12 w/
12’ open shed

• Fully Insured
• #1 Metal
• 4/12 Roof Pitch
• Engineered Trusses

TAKE YOUR BUSINESS

www.nationalbarn.com

1-888-427-BARN (2276)

After

10 lb. bag treats up to 4,000 sq. ft. $91.00.
50 lb. carton treats up to 20,000 sq.ft.
$344.00. FREE SHIPPING! Certified
and approved for use by state agencies
State permit may be required. Registered
with the Federal E.P.A.

KillLakeWeeds.com

Order online today, or request free information.

Our
64th
year

AQUACIDE CO.
PO Box 10748, DEPT 30A
White Bear Lake, MN 55110-0748

WALT’S BUILDINGS, INC.

“Quality... built to last”
25 Year Warranty • Easy Bolt-Together Design
Engineered Stamp Blueprints

• Residential, Agriculture, Commercial
• Limited Lifetime Metal Warranty
Garages, Barns, Horse Stables, Equipment & General Storage
866-294-8716 (toll free)
615-666-9258
615-666-9974 (fax)

Farm • Industrial • Commercial

RHINO.BUILDERS/KY 940-304-8745
info@rhinobldg.com

Email: waltsbuildings@nctc.com

®

www.walts-buildings.com

MARKETPLACE
Reach 1 million readers
every month!
Ad rates (two-inch ads)
3-5 months ........ $560/month
6+ months .......... $485/month

1-800-595-4846
www.KentuckyLiving.com/advertise

are Kentucky
Have Kentucky Living
delivered to your doorstep
CELEBRATING THE ENERGY
OF YOUR COMMUNITY
CELEBRATING
OF YOUR THE ENERG
COMMUNITYY

THE ENERGY
CELEBRATING COMMUNITY
OF YOUR

2018

VETE s for
RANS

GUIDE

FLIG
NASA’s
Colonel HT
Terry Wilcu
tt

BARDSTOWN JOIN SAN

Celebrates Bourbon Ride

The Polar TA
Express

To order online by credit card, go to:

EARN COLLEGE

CREDIT

IN HIGH SCHOOL

DEEP DIVET AQUARIUM

SEPTEMBER 2018
• KENTUCKYLIVING.COM
M
LIVING.CO

AUGUST

KENTUCKY
2018 •

AT NEWPOR

NOVEM

BER

2018

• KENTU

CKYLI

VING.C

OM

KENTUCKYLIVING.COM
or call (800) 595-4846, ext. 6315

YES! Send me Kentucky Living!
q 1 Year, $15

&

69¢

INSTALLED IN

KENTUCKY

SQ.FT.

laminate
flooring

with Free Underlayment

24x30 $4,495

Fall Festival TAKING

Your family

MANUFACTURED

19x20 $2,550
MUSIC MEN

$
$Delivery & Construction

INCLUDED
270-776-7869
| jcpolebarns.com
| Like Us On
270-776-7869
| jcpolebarns.com

21x25 $3,195

healing path

Pentatonix’s Kevin Olusola
and J.D. Shelburne

TRACINGtree

30x50x10
30x50x10 with
with
sliding
sliding door
door and
and
36
inch
service
36 inch service door
door

INSTALLED GARAGES
Year Round

K EN T U C KY

ADS
RO
LESS TAKEN

J.C. POLE BARNS
9,000

q 3 Years, $25

30x30 $6,670

Many Sizes & Styles Available

www.HANDI-PORTS.com
ALL STEEL GARAGES, CARPORTS & BARNS

FREE BROCHURE

1-800-615-8222
Kitchen & Bath Cabinetry
In Stock
ALL WOOD

NAME _______________________________________________

No Particle Board

ADDRESS ____________________________________________

Ready to
take home

CITY _________________________________________________

GREEN HOUSES

CORBIN, KY • 606-528-1997
ELKTON, KY • 270-265-0270
PADUCAH, KY • 270-443-4590

BARNS

STATE ____________ ZIP
EMAIL _______________________________________________
q I WANT TO RECEIVE KENTUCKY LIVING'S EMAIL NEWSLETTER

www.mysurplussales.com

MAIL IN YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER WITH PAYMENT TO:

KENTUCKY LIVING, P.O. BOX 32170,
LOUISVILLE, KY 40232

R.V. CARPORTS

MINI-STORAGE
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SNAP
SHOT

 LEASH ON LOVE All horses deserve to be loved by a little
girl like Taylor Guthrie, Guston. Photo by Cheyenne Guthrie,
consumer-member of Meade County RECC.
z MAKE A WISH Wonder what Lawsyn Drury, Bardstown, is
wishing as she blows the dandelion’s seeds? Photo by Kimberly
Drury, consumer-member of Salt River Electric.
 UP CLOSE Ronin Meyer and his father, Mike, can barely be
seen in the eye of this beauty at Double Diamond Farm. Mike, a
consumer-member of Blue Grass Energy, took the photo.

SEND US YOUR SNAP SHOTS!
We’re looking for summer photos.

Submit up to five photos monthly for a chance to BE FEATURED IN KENTUCKY LIVING.
Photos with people work best, as well as those with seasonal interest. Remember to identify
people in the photo left to right and tell us their relation to you.

SUBMIT YOUR SNAP SHOTS monthly at WWW.KENTUCKYLIVING.COM by clicking on “CONTESTS.”
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KENTUCKY

KIDS
Choose
healthier snacks

Reach for healthy foods like
apples or carrot sticks if you
feel like a snack when you get
home from school.

PROTECT YOUR

HEARING
Being exposed to loud sounds frequently
can damage your ears. Preserve your
hearing by wearing ear protection when
you are around loud machinery, like lawn
mowers. Keep the volume down when
listening to music,
especially when
you are using
earbuds or
headphones.

Green Team Tip
Compost yard waste instead
of burning it to help keep the
air we breathe clean.
Tip submitted by
Angeline Wilson, age 9

Got a Green Team Tip?
Send us your Green Team Tip, and if it gets printed, we’ll send you
a surprise gift! Submit your best tip for conserving energy, in 50
words or less, online at KentuckyLiving.com: Magazine/Submissions.

State It!

PURPLE
CONEFLOWER
The purple coneflower is native
to Kentucky and can be found
throughout eastern North America.
This wildflower attracts pollinators
like bees and butterflies.

Schedule
mealtime
Busy schedules can make it
difficult for families to have
dinner together. Plan for at
least one meal a day to talk
and share.

Did You

Know?
Stick insects resemble
leaves or sticks and use
this camouflage to hide
from predators.

JOKE!

It’s a

Submit your favorite joke to KentuckyLiving.com: Magazine/Submissions.
If it gets printed, we will send you a free gift!

What is a pickle’s
favorite weapon?
A spear.
Submitted by Jax Hawks, age 7

BYRON CRAWFORD’S KENTUCKY

Susan the gardener
Childhood chores turn into a lifelong passion
BYRON CRAWFORD

G

rowing up on the family farm in rural Wayne
County, Susan Hutchinson Miller never imagined that the chores she disliked so much as a
girl would today be one of her driving passions.
A fifth-generation farmer, she remembers how
she, her two sisters and three brothers worked planting and picking tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers
that her late father, Ray Hutchinson, grew on contract
with canning companies on their 40-acre farm in the
Frazier community.
“We had to work,” she says. “We didn’t have
a choice. As kids we didn’t like it…but whether you
were cooking or working in the fields, everyone did
something.”
Now, at age 50, Miller looks back on those formative
years as a fitting prelude to what has grown into a profitable and rewarding business for her family.
She and her husband, George, and their two daughters, Kanesha, 21, and Allison, 19, are residents of Lincoln
County, where the vegetables from their gardening and
high tunnel/greenhouse business are popular staples at
the farmers market, at some local restaurants and produce
auctions, and at a roadside produce stand they operate
in the warm months in front of their home on KY 78 just
west of Stanford. Susan raises bees for both honey and
pollination of her vegetable crops.
George is employed by a manufacturing company in
Danville, while Susan also serves as the family resource
center coordinator for the backpack program and other
services at Stanford Elementary School. Both devote
many hours to their produce business and to helping
others, including donations of excess produce. Susan
has started a school garden at the elementary school and
is organizing a small greenhouse project for schoolchildren through which the vegetables would be delivered to
elderly residents in the community.
The Millers were honored in 2015 as “Small Farm
Family of the Year” at Kentucky State University’s annual
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Small Farm Conference. And when they hosted a farmto-table dinner at their place last summer, more than 50
guests showed up from as far away as Bowling Green and
Louisville to enjoy the food and learn some of the secrets
of the Millers’ success—which Susan says all trace back to
the gardening skills passed down through her family and
the lessons about hard work she learned in her youth.
Nearly every Sunday, Susan and her family still travel
back to Wayne County for church and dinner with her
mother, Zelma, a longtime member of South Kentucky
RECC, and with many of her siblings and their families at
the farm where it all began.
Now, Susan is passing along many of her parents’
lessons to her daughters.
“My dad used to tell us, ‘If I’d had the opportunities
you kids have, the sky would be the limit.’”
She’s hoping that, although neither of her daughters
has shown much interest in farming so far, at least one
of them, after college, may grow to love it, as she has,
and carry the family’s farming tradition into yet another
generation. KL

BYRON CRAWFORD is Kentucky’s storyteller—a

veteran television and newspaper journalist known
for his colorful essays about life in Kentucky. Contact
Byron at KentuckyLiving.com: About/People.

• articles
• events
• recipes
• contests

ART4STOCK

AND SO
MUCH MORE!

40
WINDOWS

% *
OFF

WITH PARTICIPATION IN
THE YES! PROGRAM

Every Comfort 365 Window®
Comes With Our Exclusive Warranty If It Breaks, We Fix It.†

OFFERS EXPIRE 3-31-19

35
SUNROOMS
% *
OFF

WITH PARTICIPATION IN
THE YES! PROGRAM
OFFERS EXPIRE 3-31-19

Champion All-Season Sunroom

PLUS NO PAYMENTS AND
NO INTEREST FOR 12 MONTHS**

Visit
SaveAtChampion.com
to learn more about:

Lexington • London • Louisville

YOUR
EXCLUSIVE
SAVINGS

888-483-6570 | SaveAtChampion.com
DON’T MISS THIS OFFER! BOOK ONLINE OR CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR FREE IN-HOME ESTIMATE!
*30% national window discount requires minimum purchase of 3 windows. 25% national sunroom and siding discount requires purchase of 200 sq. ft. complete sunroom or 1,200 sq. ft. of siding. Earn up to an additional 10% off (up to $2,000) with
participation in the Yes! Program, making your window discount a total of up to 40% off, and sunroom and siding discount up to 35% off. All discounts apply to the MSRP cost. No adjustments can be made on prior sales. Offer subject to change.
See website or a Champion Representative for details. **Subject to qualifying credit approval. Interest is billed during the promotional period but all interest is waived if the purchase amount is paid in full within 12 months. Standard APR 17.99-26.99%
based on creditworthiness. Financing for GreenSky consumer loan programs is provided by federally insured, federal and state chartered financial institutions without regard to age, race, color, national origin, sex, or familial status. †The Champion Limited
Lifetime Warranty applies to Comfort 365 Windows ® as long as the original purchaser owns the home. See website or a Champion Representative for details. Offer expires 3-31-19. ©Champion Opco LLC, 2019
E30119.015

